


STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mai] Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

November 6, 1972

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
Chairman, Dept. of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Viki:

I am including for your information a copy of a letter which
I have written.totheAEC in response to the "unkindest cut of all,"
that is the $500K reduction in the middle of the fiscal year. The
letter is totally factual as to the shift in plans which this reduction
engendered. The problem is, of course, that due to the timing of the
adjustment there simply is no way to adjust the program to reoptimize
the activities of the laboratory to correspond to the shift in budget.

I believe you will find the attached graphical material
particularly revealing. Cost escalations are made according to a
brief study (also enclosed) which computes the buying power of SLAC's
dollar averaged over those personal costs and commodities which we
actually purchase. I thought this general material might be useful
to vou when HEPAP starts getting back into harness.

I hope you enjoyed your visit to CERN (where by definition
there are no problems!).

With best personal regards,

Jr
W. K. H. Panofsky
Director

enc.



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 943035

November 3, 1972

Mr. Howard C. Hooper, Director
Office of Program Coordination

and Management ~- SLAC
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
2575 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, California

Dear Mr. Hooper:

Thank you very much for transmitting to me, via your letter of November 2.
1972, the decisions concerning SLAC contained in the Program Letter of
the Division of Research, dated October 31, 1972. Your letter informed
me that our financial plan for FY1973 had been reduced by $500,000 below
the interim financial plan and also gives guidelines for distribution of
that reduction over applicable budget categories. Naturally we are very
concerned about this reduction in our program; it is the purpose of this
letter to convey to you our preliminary decisions on the program modifi-
cations resulting from this reduction, the reasons for these decisions,
and an explanation of the magnitude of the impact.

A Proposed Program Adjustments:

We have made the following preliminary determinations concerning our
program; we believe that these decisions optimize the total physics
output attainable under the new financial plan.

L.

2.

3

IL

3

We will cancel two months of SLAC beam operation, corresponding
to reductions of approximately 100 eight hour shifts.

We will defer the beginning of physics experimentation with SPEAR by
three months: thus. the program will commence in Februarv 1973.

We will reduce the number of bubble chamber pictures to be taken
by approximately 500,000, resulting in approximately 4.5 million
equivalent pictures taken during the fiscal vear.

We will defer the start of several user experiments by three months
or more.

We will limit participation in our Training and Job Mobility Pro-
grams to those individuals to whom commitments have already been made.
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These reductions imply a decrease in staff of approximately twenty-five
to fifty by the end of the fiscal year. We are uncertain whether this
reduction can be achieved through normal attrition and, therefore.
involuntarv separations mav be necessary.

[I am attaching Enclosure 1, the tentative long-range schedule and
explanatory material corresponding to these decisions, which shows
that December*, March, and May will be non-operating periods at SLAC,
in addition to the November interval, which had previously been
scheduled for shut-down. The length of each cycle shown in Enclosure
corresponds to a total of 430 shifts for the fiscal year; however, it
might be possible to increase the length of some operating cycles in
response to experimental needs, resulting in a somewhat larger number
of total shifts. All programs to which we have commitments are accom-
modated to the extent authorized previously; our Program Coordinator
has notified those users whose schedules have been affected.

]

The rationale for these decisions is based on the conclusion that
stretchout in time, rather than outright cancellation of existing
programs, is the most practical reaction to this type of financial
plan modification imposed after one-third of the fiscal year has
already elapsed. Since running time is the only commodity involving
outside services (principally due to the costs of electric power and
klystron replacements) which can be controlled with quick response
times, a decrease in running time is the primary tool available for
effecting short-range savings. While stretchout implies also a
decrease in staff, personnel reductions in themselves tend to produce
cost savings only after considerable delay.

3 Comparison With the New Program Guidelines:

Enclosure 2 shows our preliminary estimate of distribution among
applicable AEC accounting categories which the readjusted plan described
above would imply. The enclosure shows graphically how the funding
distribution among these categories has shifted relative to preceding
years measured in dollars escalated by the SLAC Cost Index which I
have submitted to the AEC through my letter to Dr. Wallemmeyer on
October 13, 1972. These projected distributions assume that Accel-
erator Improvement funds for FY1973, which are not included in your
letter, will be promptly made available to the full extent included
in the Preliminarv Financial Plan.

Our figures differ to the extent indicated on the chart from the guide-
lines transmitted through your letter. Accelerator Operations is cut
substantially for the reasons indicated above; under the circumstances
requiring a quick reaction to this change in plan, we conclude this to
be the best move for the overall productivity of the program. Decrease

*The decision to have December rather than January be a non-operating
period was induced by a warning from the Bureau of Reclamation that a
power shortage might be faced in December, resulting in cost penalties
to SLAC. The decrease in operating cycles will, of course, effect
sverall power savings.
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in Accelerator Operations produces a smaller loss in particle physics
output than the schedule in Enclosure 1 might indicate. Slippage of
the accelerator schedule substantially reduces the pressure on other
services, in particular those associated with Experimental Facilities
Operation which have been taking an increasing part of our total
funding. While the funds to be dedicated to Facilities Operations
are still above your guideline, they do represent a reduction in all
activities other than SPEAR operations. The cost of Experimental
Facilities Operations will have increased by only $730,000 relative
to FY1972, while the full cost of SPEAR operations, which is roughly
$51,500,000, had to be absorbed in this budget category. Therefore,
the cost reduction in the non-SPEAR activities included under Facili-
“ies Operations is very substantial.

Operating personnel will be used efficiently during the non-operating
periods for installation of major facilities (as indicated in Enclo-
sure 1) and for a very large number of other installation and mainte-
nance tasks, many of them associated with safety, which are diffi-
cult to perform concurrently with operations unless additional man-
power were available.

Accelerator R&amp;D receives a somewhat larger allocation than that
implied by the AEC guideline; approximately $550,000 is dedicated to
direct costs of pre-construction R&amp;D on RLA, while the balance is
associated with miscellaneous activities including the polarized
alectron source, improved beam safety, improved targeting for high
intensity beams, and indirect costs. Were we assured construction
authorization or A&amp;E authorization for FY1974 we would have preferred
a more intensive R&amp;D effort for RLA. Under the circumstances, we
consider this value to be the optimum rate in ignorance whether author-
ization is deferred or not.

Physics Research funding continues to decrease to an estimate close
to your guideline; I note that the "User Equivalent Experimental
Costs', i.e., those costs which the SLAC experimental groups would have
incurred if funded directly by a U. S. Government agency under the
same general rules as are outside user groups, have shrunk steadily
from 267% of total SLAC operating costs for FY1969 to an estimated
value of 207 for FY1973.

This proposed program, as adjusted to the final reduction given in
your letter, is in accordance with the policy which I have frequently
expressed to representatives of the AEC that even in the face of
pressures on operating monies, progress towards providing fundamentally
new opportunities in physics must not be too seriously retarded; or,
to put it more bluntly, we must continue to innovate even at the
axpense of exploitation. Accordingly, we are not at this time plan-
ning to substantially reduce funding for the Large Aperture Solenoid
Spectrometer (which will provide a basically new facility for multiple
hadron spectroscopy), the program improving the performance of SPEAR
and upgrading its energy, the program to develop and install (in
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collaboration with Yale University) a polarized electron source and
polarized proton target, nor the program to develop a 60 pps Rapid
Cycling Bubble Chamber. However, the schedule of LASS has been
slipped previously, and the new schedule given in Enclosure 1
implies a delay of several months for the polarized source and for the
RCBC. Further delay or stretchout of either program is considered
highly undesirable since this would increase total cost; even at
current schedules LASS will not be available for physics use until
late 1974.

rn
“4 The ''Leverage' of Cost Reductions on the SIAC Program:

I should like to respond to the obvious question as to why the impact
of a reduction of $500,000, which is approximately 2% of our total
operating funds, appears to be so large. The reasons are the follow-
ing:

|. Since the reduction is occurring after the fiscal year is well
advanced, a substantial fraction of the funds has already been
spent and therefore the fractional reduction for the balance of
the year is larger.

This reduction comes on top of a progressive erosion in funding
since FY1969, combined with an ever-increasing growth in operat:
ing responsibilities (SPEAR and increased user demand) assumed
Oy the laboratory. Enclosure 3 shows the steady real decrease
in support expressed in constant FY1973 dollars computed using
he SLAC "cost index." The erosion is demonstrated for operat-
ing costs, total costs, and new obligational authority in separate
charts. You will note that in all three cases costs stated in
constant dollars available to SLAC have shrunk by more than 20%
since FY1969. Yet, since that time, user demand has greatly
increased and SPEAR has been activated; opportunities available
to users have increased greatly due to the expansion of multiple
beam capability in the SLAC target area. Enclosure 2 shows
graphically that the "Facility Operations' budget category has
taken a progressively increased share of SLAC costs; specifically,
the operating and research costs of SPEAR, which is a major addi-
tional national facility available to users, have had to be
accommodated in the shrinking budget. Moreover, the anticipated
dates of the availability of NAL to its users continue to slip,
resulting in increased user pressure on SIAC.

As has been amply documented in the past (Enclosure 4), SLAC is
currently operating at a high leverage of financial support: a
given percentage increase or decrease in available funds will
produce a substantially larger factor in percentage increase or
lecrease in accelerator time available for Physics Research. The
leverage figures given in Enclosure 4 assume that such an increase
or decrease was planned well in advance so that the programs could
be optimized within the total funds available. If such a change
is made after a large fraction of the fiscal vear has elapsed,
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such optimization is impossible since commitments and plans based
on the earlier funding levels have already been made. I should
like to add that the fiscal budget cycle (see Enclosure 5) for
SLAC is, under the best of circumstances, difficult to reconcile
with good planning since any program decision, be it the acceptance
of a new experiment on the schedule or the decision to construct
a new major piece of experimental equipment, implies de facto
multi-year commitments. It is for these reasons that the effective
leverage exerted by this budget reduction on accelerator utiliza-
zion is larger than the already large leverage which cost reductions
would have caused if considerable advance planning were possible.

As is shown in Enclosure 6, the fraction of the total budget which
is devoted to support of staff has grown increasingly higher in
recent vears for two principal reasons:

2 Individual salaries have risen faster than the cost of
materials and supplies as a result of normal merit increases;
moreover, fringe benefits related to health, retirement, etc.
have been improved at Stanford as at most other institutions;
in addition, since SLAC is a young laboratory, the mean age
is still increasing.

When we are belatedly faced with reduced financial support,
the absence of meaningful long-range budgetary planning inform-
ation has prevented us from making downward staff adjustments
on a logical, judicious basis for best overall balance; each
year we have been put in a position whereby we must either
optimistically assume that the budget level for the following
year will be improved or take the risk of laying off excellent
and highly productive members of our staff whose subsequent
replacements would take years to train to the same level of
competence.

[)

For the reasons stated, funds for materials and supplies and outside
services, relative to those for personnel, were already too low for
optimum efficiency before this cut occurred, and may, in fact, have
been somewhat unrealistic.

Summarys

Despite the substantial impact on the number of operating cycles this
reduction implies, the overall physics productivity of the laboratory
should still be high for FY1973. The schedule in Enclosure 1 indicates
that we are able to maintain the total breadth of our program and are
able to discharge our obligations to our users albeit with some
slippage in schedule. At the same time we are not impairing the
many options for the future which our development programs imply.
However, we hope that SLAC, which was listed by the AEC in its recent
submission to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the Congress as
ranking next to NAL in priority among its high energy physics instal-
lations, need not continue to be operated at a utilization of as low
as 507% of capacity for a protracted period of time
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y - November 3, 1972

I hope that the preceding remarks and the attached material document the
technical and fiscal reasons for the course of action chosen in response
to the reductioninFY1973funds. We hope, of course, that it will be
possible to review this decision in view of the facts developed here.

I will be happy to discuss these matters with you, or others that the AEC
may designate at any time.

With best personal regards,

Lo / 1 Jot 7
J

W. K. H. Panofsky
Director

WKHP:ck

Encl.

CC Dr. W. F. Miller, Acting President
Stanford University
Scientific Policy Committee, SLAC

Information copies:

Mr. R. L. Thorne, SAN
Dr. W. A. Wallenmeyer
Dr. D. Miller
Dr. John Teem
Dr. Spofford English
Dr. James Schlesinger
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NOTES ON TENTATIVE LONG RANGE SCHEDULE
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Study of inclusive reactions
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Tests of polarized beam for E-80
Deep inelastic scattering with polarized e and p
Test for EM axial-vector current in hadrons 5
Inelastic scattering from H and D at large Q

INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED
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Berkeley, LBL, SLAC
Stanford (HEPL)
Stanford (HEPL)
Berkeley, LBL, SLAC

Princeton, Pavia, Maryland
Princeton, Pavia, Maryland
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Checkout of E-T72
np at 15 GeV/c
np at 13.1 GeV/c
Tests for E-96
Deep inelastic p-p scattering
Shower counter tests
YN scattering
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Q-region study in Kp -K =n nn p
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Kr beam tests 2
Rare decays of X.,
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Washington, Berkeley
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Santa Cruz, SLAC
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CalTech, LBL, Pennsylvania, SLAC
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
SLAC
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Enclosure 2

al
DISTRIBUTION OF SLAC OPERATING COST

BY AEC ACCOUNTING DETAIL
(IN CONSTANT FY 1973 DOLLARS)
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Enclosure 3g

SLAC OPERATING COST CEILING
and Accelerator Shifts
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Enclosure 3b

SLAC TOTAL COSTS
BY FISCAL YEAR
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57.890" NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY

STATED IN DOLLARS OF
THE FY IN WHICH GRANTED
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL DIRECT COST OF MACHIN.&amp;TARGETAREA OPERATIONS &amp; MAINTENANCE
VS. NUMBER OF HIGH ENERGY SHIFTS (52 WEEK BASIS) (EXCLUDES R &amp; D COSTS AND PROJECT INDIRECT COSTS)
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| SLAC BUDGET CYCLE FOR FY 1973
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STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER Mail Addrzss

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

October 13, 1972

Dr. William A. Wallenmeyer
Assistant Director for High Energy Physics
Division of Research
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Rea: SLACCostIndex
Dear Bill:

In trying to understand our current difficulties din fitting our
planned program into the FY'73 budget figures (even before the reduction
in financial plan) our budget office has studied the historical cost
escalation pattern at SLAC.

Our cost escalation was determined separately for Labor, for
klystron and thyratron tubes, with the remainder of the costs escalated
according to the wholesale price indices for representative commodirias
as of January of the respective fiscal year. The SLAC cost indices
are referenced to FY'67; this is consistent with the wholesale prics
index which currently equates the 1967 index to 100.

The result of this effort is Summarized in the attached table
and thus represents the actual COSt escalation experienced at SLAC from
FY'69 through FY'72 and an estimate for FYI973 which mav he slightly
on the conservative side.

I was frankly surprised that the STC cost indices are rising as
fast as indicated and this, therefore, explains in part some of our present
budgetary pressures. The increase in the cost index for personnel can
be considered to be generally significant only if the mix of skill levels
of the SLAC staff is reasonably constant; I beliave this to be the case
For the period covered. Examination of the detailed figures indicates that
roughly two-thirds of the lzhor Cost increases is due to direct salary
adjustments, while the balance is dua to ipcreased staff benefitra.

These figures as generated are, of course, specific to SLAC; however
they may not be atypical of the experience of the other laboratories and
IL am forwarding them to you assuming that vou will find them of general
interest.

Lo:

Dr. Zohn Teem
Jr. James Connor, Dept. of
Yizns &amp; Analvsis. ARC

With best personal regards,
!

 EiVe ko H. Panofsky
Director



SLAC COST INDEX

5/ Ese L/
FY1969  FYI970  FYi971  Fy1972  FY1973

Labor Cost Index 110.1 115.1 124.0 133.7 146.5

Klystron &amp; Thyratron Cost Index 96.0 93.0 134.1 147.2 147.2 2/

Other Materials &amp; Supplies Cost Index 98.8 108.7 117.8 121.3 125.9

Composite SLAC Cost Index 3 103.9 111.8 122.9 130.4% 4004

Change in Index From Previous Year =  =-- 7.9 11.1 7.5 10.0

Percent Change From Previous Year —-— 7.6 3.8 6.1 ¥ 7.7

1/ These estimates are based upon known labor costs and January 1972 wholzasale price
indices extrapolated at a conservative 3.8% to January 1373.

2/ This index assumes replacement of failed klystron tubes with 30 MJ tubes, not with
the proposed 40/60 MW klystrons.

3/ The SLAC Cost Index is computed using the actual per umir cost for labor, kly-
stron and thyratron tubes, and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly wholssala
price indices for selected other costs. FY1957 = 100.

4 / This figure reflects the effects of the special salary administration program
instituted at SLAC during FY1972. Without this action TV1972 escalation would
have been substantially higher.

5/ During FY1972 Labor costs were 59% of total, kirstron and thyratron costs were
3% of total and other materials and supplies w=re 382 of total.
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ON THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELECTRON RING ACCELERATORS
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ON THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

OF

ELECTRON RING ACCELERATORS
X

Dp. Mohl,t 1.7. Laslett, and A.M. Sessler

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, CA 94720

September 1, 1972

ABSTRACT

On the basis of our present understanding of the physical phenomena

involved in an electron ring accelerator (ERA), a theoretical study is made of

the performance which might be expected for an ERA. Rigorous upper bounds are

obtained on ‘the rate of energy gain, from which it is shown that, in order to

prevent azimuthal instability, parameters must be selected such that (for

reasonable fields, injector properties, etc., but with no safety factors) the

proton energy gain is less than 80 MeV/m. Numerical examples and approximate

formulas are given for the properties of rings satisfying the stability condi-

tions for both azimuthal oscillations and ion-electron oscillations. It is

found that for reasonable fields and injector properties, but without safety

factors. the useable proton energy gain is less than 45 MeV/m.

i Research supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Present, and permanent, address: CERN, Geneva, 23, Switzerland.



I . Introduction

1. History

The motivation for the development of the electron ring accelerator (ERA)

has been the expectation that an ERA would have exceptionally attractive

performance characteristics. Thus, already in the first paper on the subject!

~stimates were given of the properties which one might someday achieve in an

ERA: namely, 1000 GeV protons in a 1500 - meter accelerator (or an average

gradient of 670 MeV/m). Subsequent papers have remarked on achieving, with an

ERA, energy gradients in the range of 100 to 1000 MeV/m, [223]

An effort was made, by Bovet and Pellegrini, ] to assess in as careful a

manner as possible the performance characteristics of an ERA. In their exercise

they employed the then-current state of theoretical knowledge concerning the

limits imposed by a diverse collection of physical — and in cases where

theoretical understanding was incomplete they employed reasonable assumptions.

They found, for example, that with present-day conventional technology one might

expect an ERA to be able to accelerate protons to 100 GeV in a column of

approximately 500 meters length; i.e., with an average energy gradient of

200 MeV/m.

More recently, Zenkevich and Koshkarev evaluated the limit imposed on

electron rings by ion-electron instabilities!’ ] They concluded that an energy

gradient of 200 MeV/m was conceivable, but that U8 MeV/m was a more reasonable

expectation. In a second report 6] these authors included the effects of ring

acceleration and concluded -- without a careful attempt to optimize parameters --

that a gradient in excess of (approximately) 2h MeV/m was unlikely to be achieved.

stimulated by the work of Zenkevich and Koshkarev, and also by the realization



that the stringent conditions which longitudinal stability requires had been

underestimated in Ref. 4, we decided to re-do the work of Bovet and Pellegrini.

This report summarizes our investigations (which have stretched over the last 9

months , and which are described in more detail in four unpublished reports);

two containing analytic work! 128] and two describing computational studies, 7710]

2. Aspirations and Actualities

We wished to analyze the present conception of an ERA, with due regard to

the limits imposed by technology and physics, and deduce, in a manner that would

be generally acceptable, the performance that might (someday) be reasonably

expected. Thus we needed, firstly, to characterize concisely the relevant physics

and technology, secondly, to establish ERA performance criteria and, thirdly,

to optimize these criteria.

The first task was relatively easy, and is accomplished in Section IT,

Unfortunately, the restraints are often complicated -- and, in some cases, our

theoretical understanding is incomplete, with the result that there is a wide

margin of uncertainty associated with the restraint -- but the task is reasonably

well done.

On the other hand, the ERA concept is so broad -- ranging from high-flux,

low-energy, heavy ion accelerators to extremely high energy proton accelerators

and involves such diverse techniques -- as magnetic expansion acceleration

and/or electric acceleration -- that we have been unable to find any single,

and adequate, performance criterion.

At Pipstl () we thought holding power was an adequate performance criterion,

and we simply optimized it, but soon we learned that we must also be concerned

with (1) beam-loading in an electric acceleration column (which tends to limit



the number of electrons in a ring), (2) ion number (that affects both the

proton yield and the briskness with which a ring can be accelerated), and (3)

ring radius (that relates to the electron energy -- and hence, in combination

with N_,, to the energy that in part may be transferred to the ions in a

magnetic-expansion acceleration column -- and that also may influence the

over-all diameter and field-energy of the acceleration column).

Thus, we had to reduce our aspirations, and content ourselves with consider-

ing electric acceleration separately from magnetic acceleration, and, furthermore,

either (1) optimizing holding power, while imposing a number of somewhat-

arbitrarily formulated constraints (Section III); or (2) not optimizing performance,

but simply exploring representative examples (Section IV).

We wished also to avoid consideration of ring formation; that is we would

have liked to assume that an injector-compressor can always be designed such

as to produce any ring which in its compressed state is consistent with the laws

of physics. This view is too extreme, however, for in some cases we find that

rings with a very large energy spread are advantageous. But we believe that the

injection process must put an upper limit on the energy spread in a ring -- a

1imit which depends on the details of the injection process and depends on it in

o. manner which we are unable to chacterize in general. We accordingly have

incorporated this into our analysis, in a rather unsatisfactory way, by simply

putting an upper bound on the energy spread of a ring.

3. Program
Finally, then, our analysis is concentrated upon the limits to, and nature

of, a loaded electron ring in its compressed state -- i.e., just prior to its

release from the magnetic well. Ring formation problems are contained in a



simple bound on energy spread; acceleration-column effects are contained in

limits on electron number, magnetic field strength, ion loading, coupling

impedance, and ring radius. In Section II, we present these limits, as well as

the relevant physics of compressed rings. In Section III we derive (analytically)

upper bounds on the maximum rate of acceleration in an ERA, and also approximate

formulas for the ring parameters of interesting devices. Section IV has a number

of representative examples, and Section V is devoted to a discussion of our

results and the implications of our work.

II. Physical Phenomena and Formulas

In this section we write down all the constraints on a ring at the end of

compression (uniform external field). We include azimuthal instability, trans-

verse instability, axial focusing, and ion-electron iastability in the axial

direction only. (The theory is not yet available for radial modes, and we

optimistically assume no serious constraint will be imposed from this analysis.)

The notation is that employed in Refs. (4) &amp; (5) and references quoted there-in.

We introduce Sp Spa 2 and Spy as safety factors ( &gt; 1) that describe how far

the ring is below the threshold for transverse, azimuthal, and axial instability.

We also summarize in this section the limits arising from consideration of

rine formation and ring acceleration.

lL. Notation
axial magnetic field, assumed uniform so that n = O

relativistic factor, assumed large so that we take B= 1

N — - number of electrons
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number of ions, taken as protons in all our examples

ring radius

 Ir =c
Lr

£=N; /N, - loading fraction
2, 2

/m c classical electron radius (2.82 x 10" 3em)

ring rms minor radial radius

ring rms minor axial radius

aspect ratio of ring ve 1 Ld
‘

\F full width of ring energy spread, at half maximum

impedance of space: (o/eg) M2 in MKS, or 4x/c in cgs unitsZo

Zr

Zan

azimuthal coupling impedance of mode n

transverse coupling impedance

V,, - axial betatron oscillation tune

Aes @ = electron and ion tunes, as defined in Reference 6

- electron rest mass

M

R.
i

1

v

- ion mass, ‘taken as the proton mass in all our examples

. radius of an inner conducting cylinder

Neto
21 YR

= 2 ln
0 16R L

J2 (op+0g)
 5 = 0.587 k6™temt
me

Soms Spas Spy - safety factors (&gt; 1)

2. Major Radius

Ne have



kBR (2.1)

with k = 0.587 kG "em *

3. Axial Focussing

The axial betatron oscillation tune is taken to be

c
)
-

| 2R” (1 - 5)al|BNP% 0,0, 2
(2.2)

This formula is obtained from that derived for a ring of uniform density in

Cross seoiion, Ht] by replacing the ring radii a, b by Jo 0, and J2 0p (see

Ref. 10 for details). Image effects have been ignored. We require that ve

at least be positive. (This might be considered overly conservative, but in

view of the size of the two terms in ve and the small amount of image

focussing which seems to be achievable in practical configurations, we believe

it a fair criterion.)

iL Transverse Collective Modes

We have the formulas

m, &lt; 2/2 ny Og
Sm r (Zm/Zg) ’ (2.3)

where S_, 1s a safety factor ( &gt; 1) and the transverse coupling impedance is,

in the absence of radiative correction, given by: LH2]



= Ppfs = te +3 ”
Zo 27° 0p, (0,40)

(2.4)

Recently, radiative contributions to Zin have been studied, 3]

Convenient formulas are not available for a ring in a tube, but fortunately

we find that in all our studies, even for Zep = Zs the transverse limit is

not reached. Presumably an acceleration column can be designed such that

Zr =&lt; 2,

5. Electron-Ion Collective Modes

From the work of Zenkevich and Koshkarev. 6] we evaluate

02 . N,r, R
e a. ( )Y%, CG, +0 7

Nr R
2 e Cc

T 2) a, (o,+9,)

(2.5)

(2.6)

which differ from Ref. 6 because of the replacement described in Section II.3.

The excluded regions for Q and Qs are indicated in Figure 1.
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Excluded regions (shaded) of the Q; - Q, plane due to the N = 1
(dipole) mode and the N = 1/2 (quadrupole) mode of ion-electron
oscillation. The examples of Section IV are indicated on the

figure by the circles A, B, C.

6. Azimuthal Instability

We have the 11imit

¢ &lt; _ 7R(aR/E)
e — 2580p 7 z/nz

(2.7)



where Son ( &gt; 1) is a safety factor. The coupling impedance | Za/2 is strongly
dependent upon the ring surroundings, and since this instability is always of

importance, its value is crucial to our analysis. The coupling impedance has

been studied by many workers. In particular it forms the subject for another

contribution to this Conference. lH] In that contribution the coupling imped-

ance, Z,, was evaluated as a function of n for =n =1, 2,+++40, The quality

factor Q was allowed to be a function of n (if desirable) and was so selected

as to make | Zp) /2 as small as possible. In general Q was taken large for

small n and small for large n, so that resonant responses are suppressed and

values of | Z| /n at large n may approach, but not significantly exceed the

values that would apply in free space. The maximum value of |Z, /n, with Q

selected as a function of n so as to minimize the maximum value of | Z| /n,

was then examined as a function of ring radius for n between 1 and LO. For an

electron ring situated a small distance outside an inner conducting tube, it

was found that, approximately,

Z| R-R.Sarin 300 gon ohms. (2.8)

In an electric acceleration column, if an intense electron ring is to be

accelerated without excessive cavity radiation, the bore of the acceleration

tube must be large (see Section IIT.9, below). For modest intensities, this

restriction can become less severe. Also, for moderate electric acceleration,

it may be possible to design a continuous inner cylinder that is axially non-

conducting and azimuthally conducting; and, in this manner, maintain the

impedance of (2.8), but this seems to be a non-trivial electrical and mechanical
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design problem,

In the absence of such a cylinder there are resonances and |2,/n2,|

sasily can exceed unity. [22] We optimistically believe that in a careful design

resonances can be avoided, and that | 2,/n| can be kept below its value in

free space, which, ignoring terms of order v2 is (see papers cited in Ref. 14)

Z 2543/3013 (opms ).

Thus we might take, for the case of no inner cylinder, the maximum of

| 2/02] ~ 0.85.

Te Ring Dimensions
The full energy spread AE creates a synchrotron width

1 NE
Ya, syn = 3.36 BR 5) (2.9)

and consequently

2 2 2
= a’a Oa, syn + %,bet (2.10)

where a bet is the betatron contribution to the ring width.

8. Injection Limit
As discussed in Section 1, we believe the injection process limits (AE/E).

Typically, this must be not more than of the order of 10%.
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9, Electric Acceleration

Beam loading, by an intense ring, in an eleckric acceleration column has

been studied by many workers, but most extensively by geil le] The net energy

gain, per unit length, du/dz , of a ring of charge eN_, may be written in the

form

au 2 (2.11)

where &amp; is the average applied field. Numerical studies +! have shown that

A is a strong function of the acceleration column bore: Even for a bore as

large as 20 cm, and E as large as 5 MV/m, the beam loading is 50% at

Ne = 3 X 1003. Clearly Ng cannot greatly exceed this value. More importantly,

since the column bore cannot be small, the acceleration column cannot supply

sufficient image focussing (see Section IT.11) and by itself cannot provide a

low coupling impedance (see Section II.6).

10. Magnetic Acceleration
Tt has been emphasized by Lewis, 17] that a ring with a large value of f,

although it can initially be accelerated rapidly must, after a while, be

accelerated considerably more slowly than a ring with small f£. On the other

hand, to achieve axial stability (see Section II.3) one is inclined to make f

larce. And a high flux of ions, clearly a desirable feature, is an additional

pressure towards large f.

We have not been able to combine these conflicting features into one

convenient criterion, although generally we find f 2, oq is not desirable for

magnetic acceleration.
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11. Energy Gradient

The peak field inside a ring has been studied by Bovet, and can be

expressed ag LP]

£, _ EN, e
TR(O0 +0.

a b
(2.12)

where the coefficient PB depends upon the ratio c_/0 For a &gt; 0,

B = 1.15, while for 0, &lt;&lt; 0, B = 0.8 and for 0, = 0, B = 0.9. we adopt

the value PB = 1.0 (corresponding to 0 = 2a,) in part because our best rings

are in this range, but primarily because the variation of 0.8 to 1.15 is

negligible compared to other errors.

The actual rate at which a ring can be accelerated is less than &amp;

because of shear effects, L019] We express the energy gradient as

© “accel SH
(2.13)

with Sere an axial safety factor ( &gt; 1) that indicates the degree to which a

ring is removed from being axially unstable. The factor =n depends on the

degree of image focusing; it is 2.0 when images dominate (which we shall assume

to be the case in magnetic acceleration columns) and 4.0 when images are

negligible (which we shall assume to be the case, in order to control beam

loading, in electric acceleration columns).

III. The Energy Gradient

In this section we, firstly, obtain upper-bound formulas for the energy



gradient achievable in an ERA. Secondly, we obtain an upper bound on the energy

gradient under the assumption that azimuthal instability problems can be ignored.

Thirdly, we obtain non-rigorous estimation formulas for the parameters of rings

satisfying the criteria of stability of azimuthal and ion-electron oscillations.

1. Rigorous Upper Bound
We start with the very severe requirement for azimuthal stability, (2.7),

which with (2.1) may be written as

¥ KBR” (AF, 7)2
e — 28onTe [Z,/0Z]

(3.1)

Inserting this into (2.12), and using (2.13) yields:

2KER(SS) me?
a £ &lt;n Ee ——
” Tacc — npyr =| (95+)

Now we can obtain an upper limit by neglecting a. and

with o_, and then, from (2.9):

1 2x8( me”
[22]TS Sp Ny = 7

2 E,oc =

(3.2)

o in comparisona,bet P

(3.3)

For numerical evaluation we take B = 20 kG, (AE/E) = 10% (as discussed

in Section IT.8), and Sy = Spy = 1s with the result
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£ &lt; 22.4 MeV
1 7,

(3.4)

For an electric acceleration column 17 = 4, and taking |2,| /nz, = 0.85

(see Section II.6) for no close inner wall, we have e £.. £ 6.4 MeV/m. If, on

the other hand, a structure interior to the ring could be devised that would

reduce | 2a /n to values comparable to those achievable in a magnetic-accelera-

tion column, e Ecc could become of the order 1.0 to 0.5 times the magnetic-

column values discussed below.

In a magnetic acceleration column the situation is better, as 1 = 2 and

the coupling impedance can be rather small. However, as is clear from (2.8),

small |z_/a] requires the ring to be very close to the wall, which is incon-

sistent with a large value of (AE/E). The ring width is ho, (90% of the beam)

and we believe the clearance to the wall should be at least 205. Thus we

employ (2.8) with R-R. = ho. From (2.9) and (2.8) equation (3.3) becomes

Sh
co 0.286 KBmc®or gs -—
ace = SoeSoa TM

(3 9)

Taking B = 20 kG, Serr = Spa =1l, and 7 = 2, we deduce e &lt; 82 MeV/m.

Note that for an electric column with a close inner wall, e E &lt; 41 Mev/m if

n = 4 (no appreciable image effects).

Finally, it should be noted that we have obtained upper limits on Eon

Taking into account various other physical phenomena can only (as will be seen

in the next section) reduce E In particular, ion-electron instabilities
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will make it impossible to attain this value. Of course, as discussed in

Section I, an over-all better accelerator may result from choosing parameters

which don't optimize £ But such an accelerator must, necessarily, have a

smaller energy gradient than the upper bounds just derived. Finally, the reader

should note that we have taken Sey = Spa = 1; safety factors larger than

unity will correspondingly reduce € &amp; ce”

©. Upper Bound Without Concern for Azimuthal Stability

Although we have no basis for believing that our understanding of azimuthal

instabilities is greatly in error, it is interesting to explore the upper bound

on accelerating field coming exclusively from other phenomena.

From (2.5) and (2.6):

2 M12
AQ, =f==Q (3.6)

“here we have introduced f = N;/N,. Letting r = 0,/J_, we write (2.6) as:

2 &gt; N.r.R
—)o, +r)

3,7)

The focussing condition (2.2) is (for f &lt;&lt; 1):

wilhygMes C4

2
Pulls) a

LRe
(3.8)

taking f = r/7, where ['&gt; 1 and in practice may be expected to be 2 or

ocreater, yields, from (3.6),
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2-\1/3R= = »7T /
kB 2 (3.9)

Hence, from (3.7),
1/3

Nr [MY Q1°T
5 ecim Q 2

J — —a nkB(=)Q; °r(1+r) (3.10)

Now, (2.12) and (2.13), along with (3.10), yield:

Nere 1/2 3/2 1/2 2© Eee = =F) Sl os) ne (3.11)

For given N_, B, Q_ (all as large as possible), this formula peaks at

r &gt;&gt; 1 and gives an upper bound:

. 6 . re)iT (kB)3/2qeme?Sir n (3.12)

As an example, take B = 20 kG, 17 = 4 (electric acceleration), [=2,

and S.. =1. Now, N_ is limited by cavity radiation (see Section II.9)

and ve take N_ = 3 x 10'3 (50% efficiency). The value of Q, is limited by

unity (see Figure 1); we take Q. = 0.5 to give some safety, and obtain

2 E &lt; 285 MeV/m.

2. Estimation Formulas

In this section we consider B, R, Qi, Q, Soar Ses My and (AE/E) to be
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inputs. We use the formulas of Section II to determine the (approximate)

nature of rings consistent with the physical limits described in that section.

Attention is confined to magnetic columns, so we employ (2.8) for the coupling

impedance,

From (3.6) and (2.1):

2
Ql mn

(3.13)

From (2.9)

1 AB
9% = 535 (fg) Be (3.1k4)

From (3.1) and (2.8), taking R-R, = ho and employing (3.14):

¢ = [22 377| kBR®(4E/E)? 300 Spa Xe (3.15)

From (3.7), and (3.1k):

2(2.36) rN,
n (=) Q;° R(AE/E)

(3.16)

Finally, (2.13) and (2.12) along with (3.14) and (3.15), yield

, L = 8.28 (=)acc SpE n(1+r) m (3.17)
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In using these estimation formulas, AE/E and R must be selected.

Generally, large values of AE/E give greater accelerating fields, but AE/E

may be limited by injection, as discussed in Section IT.8. The radius R has

a lower limit imposed by the requirement of sufficient y to allow effective

magnetic acceleration. An upper limit to R (or 7) could arise from considera-

tions relating to compressor design, and possibly also from desired limits on

the magnetic energy stored in the compressor and magnetic-acceleration column.

Clearly a large field strength (B) and large Qs are dynamically advantageous.

Numerical comparison of formulas (3.13) through (3.17) with the results

for the examples of Section IV has shown the formulas to be valid to-an

accuracy of 10%.

IV. Numerical Examples

In this section we augment the analytic work of Section III with some

careful numerical examples. We restrict ourselves to magnetic-column acceleration.

Examining Figure 1, one sees three regions of interest. If the quadrupole

resonance 1s not serious, due to sufficient Landau damping (a moot point), then

the region near point A may be available. Alternatively a loading procedure

may be devised which allows one to reach the region near point B. Finally, a

conservative viewpoint is that only the region up to point C is-available,

We present examples of parameters corresponding to these points in Table 1.

We have taken 1 = 2 and for each point consider Spa = 1 and Spy = 2. Ve

take Spy = 1, since the degradation from larger values can be readily evaluated

by the reader. In all cases B = 20 kG. It can be seen that the cases with

Sea = 2 all have e LA less that 30 MeV/m; if a similar factor, Sty, is
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required to avoid axial instability, then e Ee will be reduced to values

less than 15 MeV/m. On the other hand, if the stability limits can actually

be attained, or even surpassed, then a reasonably good value of e E.. can

be achieved.

V. Discussion

The important conclusions of this paper are equations (3.4) and (3.5) and

the numerical examples of Section IV.

mxamination of the magnetic acceleration column cases shows that, consistent

with our present understanding of the instabilities limiting the density of

electron rings, one should be able to obtain rings with a holding power in the

range of 30 MeV/m while observing reasonable safety factors ( ~1.4) with respect

to the azimuthal and axial instability thresholds.

Rings of this quality should be adequate for the use in the acceleration of

heavy ions; and might even be expected to reduce the expense of a heavy ion

accelerator. Examining the electric acceleration situation one is struck with

the small holding power values we obtain. These small values are a result of

the large-bore acceleration column. (Itself, the only way presently-conceived

to control the phenomenon of cavity radiation). These holding powers -- at

best less than 40 MeV/m and most likely in the 10 MeV/m range -- are dictated

by the requirement of azimuthal stability despite the presence of a large

coupling impedance.

Hence. it seems, ways have to be found to circumvent the phenomenon of

cavity radiation or to overcome the azimuthal instability, in order to arrive at

holding powers much higher than the 40 MeV per meter circumference obtained in



present day proton synchrotrons (CERN PS, Brookhaven AGS) or the 80 MeV /per

meter circumference to be obtainable at 500 GeV in the NAL synchrotron.

One possibility is that the azimuthal instability growth rate is slow

enough that one can operate above threshold. A study! OJ shows that this isn't

possible until the ring is moving at extreme speeds 2 10). Conceivably one

could use close walls (accepting the large cavity radiation, or using magnetic

acceleration with flux vars! 201), until an adequately large MN is achieved, and

then start a large-bore, efficient acceleration column.

Finally, it must be noted that even if the azimuthal instability can be

overcome, the ion-electron instability is still present and provides a serious --

although much higher -- limit. (Section TIIT.2). No method is presently known

for circumventing this limit: Recent work on B,-focusingl has shown that a

very large field is required to change the threshold, but that there is any

change at all has even been questioned; 22] furthermore, it has been shown 23]

that neither Landau damping nor image focusing (in reasonable amounts) signifi-

cantly alters the limit.

Tn summary, on the basis of the analysis which we have presented, the

performance characteristics which one can anticipate for an ERA appear to be less

exciting than once was believed. It would be extremely useful to obtain experi-

mental information which could be used to judge the validity of the theoretical

formulas we have employed and to guide the choice of safety factors. It is

gratifying to note that several laboratories have now achieved compressed rings

of sufficient quality to permit progress along such lines.
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Table I Numerical Examples
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~=LEGAL NOTICE=—_

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes
any warranty, expressorimplied,or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
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Conzressiona. Quarterly

In 1972, congressional come
mitices held more than a third
of their meetings in private Je-
Souter oa 20T0 whimssua
to . give the public and the

press a better look at Capitol
Hill proceedings. The closed
sessions could provide ammu-
nition for legislators who want
a federal open-meeting law
patterned after Florida's “sun-
shine” law.

Under the 1967 Florida stat-
ute, public business is sup-
posed to be conducted in pub-
lic. The Legislative Reorgani-
zation Act of 1970, which took
effect last year, was intended
to go part way toward that
goal on the federal level.

The reorganization law’s ei-
fect has been less than dra
matic: 38 per cent of all com-

mittee meetings held during
the 92d Congress, which ended
Oct.18, were conducted in pri-
vate compared with 39 per cent
in the 91st Congress 41 ner
cent in the 90th Congress and
$1 per cent in the 3%h Con-
gress.

In 1972, as in the past, the
flouse barred the public from
its committee sessions more
often than the Senate. It
closed 44 per cent of its meet
ings, while the Senate closed
37 per cent.

The reorganization act re-
quires that Senate committee
business meetings be ope: ex-
cept for mark-up (revising,
amending and deciding on the
final language of a hill: und
voting sessions, or when
closed by majority voie. Corn
mittee business meetings in
the House must be open un-
less closed by majority voic,



Ninety-elght per veal Ui
Senate committee  mectings
jesignated in The Congres
sional Record as business ses
sions — organizing, discussion,
qnarking-up and voiing ses
sions — were closed In 1972.
xcluding the House Appropri-
ations Comuruaittee, which docs
not report on its sessions, 79
per cent of all House business
meetings were closed in 1972.

Of Senate commitiecs that
nel more than 100 times, the
finance Committee closed 77
ser .cent of its mectings and
ne Armed Services Comimit-
‘ee, last year’s leader in pri-
vate sessions, closed 72 per
cnt. The Finance Commitice
shares tax-writing authority
with the House Ways and
ilgnns Cozeditiar. which held
63 per ceca. Ob 1tS 76 meetings
in private.

The Serate Judiciary Com:
mittee closed only 12 per cent
of its 178 mcetings. The Sen-
ate Approprictions Committee
matched its 1871 record of 30
per cent closed sessions out of
330 held.

The House Appropriations
Committee, which until 1971
held all meetings in private,
opened 33 of its 399 sessions.
All were budget hearings,
which must be ‘open in most
pases, according to the reor-
zanization act.

The House Commerce Com-
mittee held 553 per cent of
more than 100 meetings in pri-
vate, and the Armed Services
Committee met 49 per cent —
or 74 times—in private. The
House Education and Labor
Committee continued ‘its prac-
tice of holding open proceed-
ings; all 141 sessions were
gpen to the public.

The failure of the 1970 re-
organization act to reduce
committee secrecy inspired
Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.) to
introduce his version of the
sunshine law in August. Simi-
lar legislation was introduced
in the House by Rep. Dante B.
Fascell (D-Fla.).

Their “government in the
sunshine” act would require
that all meetings of federal
vuthorities and congressional
committees be open to the
public — with exceptions for
cases that affect national secu
rity, individual privacy, inter-
nal management of the body
or agency involved or matters
required by law to remain con
sidential.

No hearings were held in ei-
‘her house, but Sen. Abraham
Nibicoff (D-Conu.), chairman
of a Senate governnient opera-
‘ions subcommittee, has prom.
ised to push for hearings carly
‘n 1973.
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Room 24-036

October 17, 1972

To: NALPAC Members LY i
From: David Frisch

Re: Oct. 13, 1972 Meeting of NAL Long Range Advisory Committee.
Draft, for your comments and corrections.

oR

I. Pob Wilson called together the dormant NAL Physics Advisory
Committee and four representatives of the NAL Users Committee to
perve as a Long Range Advisory Committee (NALRAC?) to help NAL
evaluate possible long-range activities. Members of the URS
Scientific Committee and some NAL Staff Members were invited as
informal participants. Also some Program Committee members will
be invited to future meetings.

Wilson defined "short-range" as anything using the presently
requested funds, and "long-range" as anything requiring a new con-
gressional authorization.

II. We considered the following items:

-

Energy doubler
Super-Ring (the biggest accelerator the site could hold)
Big electronic track chamber
Big BC and/or 2nd generation neutrino beam

= %£,. Quark Lab (new experd#mental area for highest energies)
~ 6b, Upgrading present experimental areas

7. p-p colliding beam
8. e-p colliding beam
9. New ideas.

We discussed these snd concluded.

#1 1s being worked on intensively in short range, and Wilson
feels that only if 1t comes to an impasse should it be studied as
a long renge problem.



NALPAC Members -i? October 17, 1972

#2 1s not as pressing for widespread study as the others
because it requires considerably more technical preparatory work.

#3 and #4 naturally go together, as do 5 and 6, and 7 and 8.
Thus three study groups, with two parts each, seems to be an
appropriate structure.

ITI. We agreed that the planning process ‘should include:

1. Wilson will issue a call to all users for ideas and for
offers to work on particular subjects,

r

2 An Aspen-like study will be set up by NAL this summer on
topics 3 through 8.

3. In early fall 1973 this Committee will review the results
of the summer study and meske recommendations to Wilson.

After the meeting Goldwasser, Wilson, Earle Fowler, Ramsey and
I agreed that Gerald Smith (for the Users Committee, for which he
is the new Chairman) and I (for thks Committee) should join in reading
the answers to Wilson's call to the users.
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THE CORNELL ELECTRON ACCELERATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

January, 1973

The primary goal of the Cornell accelerator program is the

increase of the operating energy of the machine. This increase

of energy greatly extends the utility of the accelerator for

elementary particle research. One of the most important effects

is a disproportionate increase in the effectiveness with which

inelastic electron scattering can be studied in the scaling

region. A more thorough discussion of the importance of the

energy increase on the physics program is contained in one of

the sections below. |

The accelerator development program which we propose con-

sists of several evolutionary steps with certain choices to be

made at a Tater date. Because of the synchrotron radiation

problem which is unique to electron accelerators, the whole
program hinges on the mechanism of srotugtng the required

accelerating fields. For a fixed radius of accelerator, the

required accelerating voltage per turn increases as the fourth

power of the electron energy; thus an incremental energy increase

is very difficult to achieve. While some increase in our peak

energy can be made by further application of conventional R.F.

techniques, a large increase in energy is likely-to be obtained

only by using superconducting R.F. techniques. Not only can
relatively high accelerating gradients at high duty cycle be
abtained by this method, but low operating costs also result.



Consequently, a major part of the proposed program hinges on

the developmentofsuitablesuperconducting accelerating

cavities for the accelerator.

The Cornell accelerator was originally specified to operate

at an energy of 10 GeV. However, it was designed with a very

large radius of curvature (100 M bending radius) with the result

that at 10 GeV only 3,300 gauss are required in the guide field.

Consequently, it was very easy to make a guide field magnet

which would provide a much stronger field and permit operation

at a higher energy. The characteristics of the guide field

magnets will permit operation at energies in excess of 18 GeV,

perhaps as high as 20 GeV. The resonant, biased excitation

circuit was provided with condensors and biasing chokes which

permit spevation up to 15 GeV. The power SOUCY itself, however.

was built only for 10 GeV operation.

About two years ago we began a program to increase the

anergy from 10 GeV to 12 GeV. This required an increase in the

accelerating voltage from 10 MeV to 20 MeV per turn. By adding

a single high powered, high voltage klystron, and a cavity of

high gradient design ("jungle gym"), the required voltage was

obtained. Some increase”in magnet excitation equipment was also
required. The whole program was completed about six months ago

at a total cost of about $250,000. The accelerator presently

operates at 12 GeV with an intensity of 3 x 1010 dientrons per

pulse at 60 cps (2 *10Y2 g1ec trons site) and with an effective
duty cycle of about 6 percent.



The next simple step in the energy increase program would

provide for operation at 15 GeV, the limit of the present

resonant excitation circuit. This will require relatively

inexpensive additions to increase the power supply for the guide

field. Damping magnets will also have to be providedtocom-

pensate for the antidamping of oscillations due to synchrotron

quantum radiation effects. However, the most difficult require-
nent to meet is that of obtaining an R.F. accelerating voltage

amounting to 50 MeV per turn. This is quite a major step, but

could be accomplished by the further increase of the system

us ing conventional techniques. However, the energy of 15 GeV

is near the reasonable limit for the application of conventional

cavity techniques for R.F. acceleration. Furthermore, the cost

of the power consumption is already very great at the 15 GeV

level.

Because we eventually hope to increase the energy of the

accelerator facility well beyond 15 GeV, instead of following a

plan to provide conventional R.F. systems for the 15 GeV step,

we are currently engaged in a program to develop superconducting

radio frequency seeslerating structures. The addition of 30

feet of superconducting cavity with an effective gradient of

1 MeV per foot would provide the required amount of accelerating

field to reach 15 GeV and would serve as a prototype for further

increases in energy. .0f course, if higher fields ann be

obtained, the required length of cavitywould be less.
After reaching operation at 15 GeV, several courses of

action are open. By installing supercondaaling R.F. cavities



to obtain 100 MeV per turn, we could accelerate to an energy of

18 GeV in our present ring. In addition to solving the R.F.

problem, we would also have to make some major changes in the

excitation system by adding chokes and capacitor and power

equipment to excite the magnetic guide field at the higher

energy. We estimate the cost of the required modificationto

the excitation system to be $750,000. The cost of the cryogenic

cavity system for the R.F. is estimated to be under $2,000,000.

Thus we think that the present machine can be converted into

an 18 GeV machine at a capital cost of less than $3,000,000.

The ultimate energy which can be obtained using the present guide

field is probably limited by saturation of the guide field

magnets and their capability to operate at the high excitation

currents. Exhaustive studies of these limits have not been made.

It is conceivable that satisfactory operation at the 20 GeV

level might be attained, and if so, it should also be possible

to supply adequate superconducting acceleration cavities to
reach this energy.

To achieve energies in excess of 20 GeV, it Will certainly

be necessary to make some changes in the guide field system.

The magnets of the present guide field cannot operate above

that energy, and at an accelerating gradient of 1 MeV per foot,

more space is needed for the sccalerating cavities. Two

possibilities present themselves. One is to replace the quide

field system with a new set of magnets which go-to higher extita-

tion and provide more straight section space for acceleration

cavities. The other possibility is to build a new tunnel of



larger perimeter which will provide adequate accelerating length

and at the same time maintain a moderately low magnetic field.

A reasonable design for a guide field to be contained in

the present tunnel would Timit the maximum energy to something

like 27 GeV. Very simple calculations based on assumptions con-

cerning the cost of accelerating field and bending field show

that forafixed tunnel perimeter, costs are optimized when the

ratio of accelerating length to perimeter lies in the range

from 0.3 to 0.5. This, therefore, means that the magnets designed

for this energy would operate in the neighborhood of 12 kgauss

and accelerating fields of at least 500 MeV per turn would be

required.
If one should choose to dig a new tunnel of about twice

the perimeter of the present tunnel, making it tangent to the

present tunnel near the experimental hall, then it would be

possible to use the existing accelerator as an injector into a

new, small aperture ring, operating at an.injection energy of
about 5 GeV. Several satisfactory configurations for a new

ring can be incorporated in the present site. The existing

experimental hall could be used in conjunction with the new

ring. With the limitation of R.F. fields of1MeV per foot, it

should be possible to achieve an energy in the neighborhood of

40 GeV at a cost of $22,000,000. By choosing an initial target

of 25 GeV, supplying only part of the ultimate R.F. system, it

should be sessile to achieve Sparation al a cost of about
$15.000.000.
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The present synchrotron and its associated experimental

facilities is an ideal base upon which to construct a machine

of very high energy. There are several reasons for this:
the present Cornell synchrotron is an excellent phase space

compressor. This means that it can readily be used as an

injector into another synchrotron of modest aperture without
loss of beam. This modest aperture will be reflected in sub-

stantially reduced costs for the magnet. The high injection

energy (approximately 5 GeV) characteristic of this scheme

means that injection will take place at a high magnetic field,

thus eliminatingthelow-fieldeffects that plague injection
into present electron synchrotrons. This feature Will also help

reduce the required aperture and increase the injection efficiency

Because of the high injection energy, the effects of eddy currents

will be small, making practical the use of thin metal vacuum

chambers which will effect further substantial savings. In
addition to the advantages stemming from -use af Bho present
synchrotron as an injector, we ‘have the significant advantage

that adequate experimental facilities already exist on the site.

The recent addition to our original hall provides a useful beam

line length in excess of 200 ft. See Fig.

A breakdown of the cost estimate for the 25 GeV stage of

the 40 GeV accelerator is as follows:
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Item

Tunnel

Magnet

Magnet power

RF

Vacuum

Controls

Injection and ejection

Utilities

Labor

Cost
(millions of dollars)

3.55

1.96

1.78

1.8]

1.30

1.00

35

1.00

2.25

15.00

We see that there is a large spectrum of possibilities.

Fortunately, the program can be developed either adiabatically

or by choosing one final configuration.

We are presently embarked on a course in which we will

develop a short prototype sectionofaccelerating superconducting

cavity for the accelerator operating in the present mode at

12 GeV. We hope to demonstrate the success of such a system,

operating in the environment of the acceleratorbythespring

of 1974. We would then proceed to generate the full length

cavities required for operation at 15 GeV and at the same time

increase the excitation system capability and provide anti-
damping magnets. Thus, by July of 1975 we would hope to be

operating at 15 GeV. By that time it would then be necessary
to have worked out a detailed program for i next step. We

would have to choose between retaining the present quide field



2

and working in the range of 18 to 20 GeV, or replacing the

guide field in the same tunnel with an ultimate limitation of

about 25 GeV, or proceeding to the construction of a new ring

with an ultimate capability of about 40 GeV.



The Need for Higher Energy

Though it is generally difficult to predict all of the many uses

.to which higher energy accelerators will be put, it is clear

that one of the fields of great interest to any future high energy

electron accelerator will be inelastic electron scattering. The
systematic investigation of electron-hadron interactions as a

functionofthe mass, energy and polarization of the virtual photon

is a very powerful tool for studying strong interactions. In

these investigations we may find answers to such questions as the

nature of the basic structureofthenucleon, whether partons or

quarks exist, space-time properties of the photon, and whether

two-body interactions are governed iy Reggeized exchanges or
diffraction processes. The pioneering experiments at SLAC posed

some of these questions and gave us a first glimpse of what shape

the answers may take. Much more detailed and extensive measure-

ments are necessary for a deeper understanding.

We want to look into the relationship between the accelerator

characteristics--energy,dutycycle,intensity--andtherange

for which inelastic electron scattering experiments are feasible.
We will assume we are talking about experiments “in which on or

more of the final state hadrons are detected in coincidence with

the scattered electrons. Our discussion will concern mostly the

case in which only one hadron is detected. This question has

been 31% cussed by K. Berkelman and we will Follow his arguments
closely. The conclusions we will reach about this "double-arm"

experiment will, in the main, also apply to experiments in which

more than one of the final state hadrons are detected.



We shall first consider the energy. What does increasing the

energy of the incident electron buy you in this business? To

understand this, it is instructive to write down an expression

for the electron-hadron coincidence counting rate.

y _ NN 4a? (E-v)3
“real mg

v(Q

22 6 . 2 8 Q2+v 1[e 5t2sin tet TR
L

2 eh AE' AQ'AP, AQ£0 VV) GE hh

Na = incident electron flux

Ny = number of target protons /cm?
E = incident energy

E' = scattered energy

v = E-E! = Energy lost by electron

Q2 = square of four momentum transferred to electron

© = angle through which electrons are scattered

R = ratio of longitudinal to transverse virtual photon absorption

Cross sections
Fa (v.02)=vi,(v,q2)

[W, is the Bjorken structure function]

[21] = fraction of hadrons detected per steradian per GeV,
e |

AE'AQ' = apertureofelectronspectrometer

AP AR, = aperture of hadron spectrometer

We can read out of Eq (1) the following information.

i. For fixed kinematics, the counting rate is proportional to

(E-v)3. That is, for fixed values of v, Q%, and hadron

kinematics, the data rate increases at least as rapidly as

 ty a
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EY. Thus, both the precision and the range of the experiment

improve very.quickly with increasing energy.

2. The physics lies in the determinationofR,F,, and [Ch].
To determine R we must measure the angular distribution of
the scattered electron for fixed values of 02 and v. At

small angles Q2 = E(E-v)82. Thus, large Q2 measurements at
sal] angles and large V require high energies. The range
of 2 and v over which R can be measured increases approxi-

mately as £2,

In the range Q2&gt;1 GeV2 and v&gt;3 GeV, the structure function Fs

appears to depend only on the scaling variable £1 . There
is much current interest in measurements in the Yealing region

(2M 3) for large values of v and Q2. Again, this requires

"3 energy.

Thus, both the precision of the experiments and the range of

variables for which the physically interesting quantities can

be measured increase rapidly as the incident energy is increased.

Duty Cycle

The way in which the duty cycle of the accelerator affects these

measurements is not explicitly demonstrated in Equation 1. It is

implicit, however, in that it determines the maximum beam intensity

that can be used. If the accelerator itself is not intensely

limited, then the maximum beam that can be used is determined by



random coincidences -- that is, by the maximum acceptable

Neandom’Nreal: In this condition, the counting rate is proportional

to the duty cycle of the accelerator. This is shown explicitly

in Equation (2).

Nyandom _ No NGT ag, &lt;]Neal D dPhdQh €

T = resolving time (coincidence)

D = duty cycle of the accelerator do, _ differential cross
IP. aa section for the

h“"h hadron production

[2)

Equation (2) expresses the well-known fact that the usable beam

intensity, for a fixed random to real ratio, is proportional to

the duty cycle of the accelerator. A similar conclusion follows

if the intensity is limited by singles rates in any of the

detectors rather than by random coincidences. Synchrotrons

routinely achieve duty cycles of the order of 10%, which far

exceed those obtained in conventional linear -accelerators. This

is the main reason for the relative ease with which two-arm

experiments can be performed with synchrotrons -- whereas they

offer formidable problems with linear accelerators. The achieve-

ment of a high duty cycle 15 80 desirable that techniques for
increasing the duty cycle of a synchrotron to 50% or beyond have

been developed; at Cornell, prototype work for applying such a

scheme to the 12 GeV accelerator was undertaken some years ago.

Application of a similar technique to the 40 GeV accelerator to

be proposed will be considered in the context of the technical

and economic Timitations of that proposal.



Intensity

In the discussion thus far, we have assumed that the accelerator

could supply all of the beam that experiments could accept. The

12 GeV accelerator produces about 2x1012 electrons/sec. and is

slowly improving, as the experiments begin to demand more

intensity. We expect to increase the intensity to perhaps

6 x 1012 electrons/sec. in the next several years. Is this

intensity large enough to Justity the assumption that the experi-
nents are not beam limited? To obtain the answer, we can appeal

to Equation (2). However, one does not know the factor dealing

with.the hadron production, i.e. F/I Furthermore, one
cannot be certain whether the limitations will be imposed by

random coincidences or by singles rates. The experience of the

recent Harvard-Corusll collaboration suggests that the singles
rates will limit the intensity for detectors of aperture comparable

to the Harvard spectrometer (phat ~10-3 Steradiany The experi-
menters found that for pions produced near the virtual photon

direction, the singles rates in their chambers limited them to

beams of about 1012 electrons/second and that they could accept

more beam as the hadron angle increased. It seems likely, there-

fore, that a beam of 1013 electrons/sec. would saturate most

experiments, but perhaps not all. It should be emphasized that

a long duty cycle will result in more reliable experiments.even

when the experiment is beam intensity limited.

We have discussed in a general way here how the precision and

range of coincidence electroproduction experiments depend on



the accelerator energy and duty cycle. We would also like to

indicate what these limits actually are for a given experiment.
We will discuss the rates to be expected for a specific experi-

mental arrangement, now under construction at Cornell. We assume

that both the hadron and electron SU an aperture
of Stl 4x10" 3ster. We consider a beam of 5x10] electrons/sec.

incident on a 10 cm liquid hydrogen target. The beam energy is

30 GeV. We also assume. that [h) = 1072, This is reasonable
for hadrons detected near the virtual photon direction. Fig. 1

shows a plot of the Q2, v plane. Lines corresponding to various

values of the scaling parameter ny are also shown. The curve
labeled A corresponds to 5 counts min. for the experimental

arrangement discussed above. This is not meant to indicate the
limits over which measurements can be made. Measurements can

probably be madeatconsiderably lower counting rates. However,
1t does show that a 30 GeV electron accelerator makes it possible

to do coincidence experiments well into the scaling region
(7 &gt;3) for a wide range of values of 02 and v.:

There are, of course, many other questions which can be studied

with a high energy electron accelerator. The role of the Vector

Meson Dominance has not yet been clarified. At energies below
10 GeV it seems .to be a useful but approximate description. Does

it describe photon interactions more accurately.at high energies?
Are there any other Vector Mesons, e€.g., the elusive daughters of

the rho-meson? A search for such particles at higher masses and

lower momentum transfers than hitherto possible would be most

useful. Are there any heavy leptons? An intermediate boson?
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One tan add many other possibilities to tne iisv.

these questions will seem -important four or five years from now,

or whether they will be superseded by other, yet unknown questions,

cannot, of course, be predicted. However, from what we know now,
it seems clear that a higher energy electron accelerator is a

unique and essential tool for the study of elementary particles.



Cavity Development Program

The principal goal of the cavity development program is to

build a superconducting accelerator section, preferably at S-

band, and install it in the present synchrotron to demonstrate

the feasibility of the design.

The present state of the technology of superconducting

accelerators gives substantial hope that gradients of at least

one MeV per foot will be routinely achievable soon in full

scale accelerator structures. At the moment, effective

gradients of greater than one-half MeV per foot are routinely

achieved in full scale, L-band structures while effective
gradients of greater than one MeV ” foot are routinely

achieved in single cavities at L-band.

Less well understood are the longevity expectations for

such cavities in a real accelerator environment and suitable

methods for suppression of beam excited deflecting nodes at high

beam currents. In applying such cavities to a synchrotron, such
problems assume paramount importance while being of somewhat

lesser importance for a linear accelerator. In particular,

maintenance of the ultra-high vacuum required by such cavities
is more difficult to achiove in a SY HCHO and it is very

difficult to shield the cavities from the powerful synchrotron

radiation given off by the bean at high energies.
If allowed to impinge on the cavities, this radiation would

not only produce unmanageable heating of the cavity walls. but
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might produce irreversible radiation damage to the cavity

material itself. Heating and radiation damage can also be

caused by stray electrons from the beam knocked out from their

stable orbits during injection or ejection. Further, the peak

currents of several milliamperes required in a successful

synchrotron may make suppression.ofbeamexcited deflecting

modes rather difficult, as well as other types of instabilities.

With these problems in mind, it is clear that to demonstrate

the technical feasibility of a synchrotron with superconducting

acceleration cavities we must put superconducting acceleration

sections in our present synchrotron and study their properties.

In developing such sections, we will be able to rely

heavily on the technology already developed at Stanford

University and other laboratories both in the United States

(SLAC, Brookhaven National Laboratory, University of Illinois)

and abroad (Karlsruhe-Siemens).

The most advanced development of full scale accelerator

structures of the type of interest to us has been at the High

Energy Physics Laboratory (HEPL) of Stanford University. The
Full scale acgelerator work at HEPL and the University of
I11inois has been concentrated at L-band. Work at HEPL and

elsewheretodate,however, indicates clearly that given the
present state of the art, better results are to be had at higher

frequencies. From the data at hand, one might reasonably expect

to achieve 1 MeV/foot reliably at S-band now and 2 MeV/foot

within three years. At X-band one might expect to do even

better. S-band, however, is probably the highest practical



frequency for us to consider at the moment because of the bunch

width of the beam (120° at S-band) in the present synchrotron

and the finite size of the beam at high energy due to the quantum

fluctuations of the synchrotron radiation. Unfortunately, the

presence of the synchrotron radiation makes use of standard

disc loaded waveguide at S-band most difficult. Thus, in order

to take advantage of the higher performance at S-band with its

relatively smaller surface area and greater ease of surface

preparation while at the same time avoiding the relatively

small aperture of conventional cylindrical structures, we have

undertaken a study of the properties of open structures which
have no material at all in the wid-plans or at least no material

in the mid-plane towards the outside of the orbit where the

synchrotron radiation streams. Preliminary measurements show

this to be feasible. Measurements on cavities shown

schematically in Fig. 2a and b demonstrate that shunt impedances

and Q's for such structures are degraded over closed cylindrical

T™1 cavitiesofthesame length by no more than 20% and that
the field intensities are remarkably flat across the apertures.

Optimization of cavity dimensions and shapes should bring the

performance even closer to that of conventional designs.
Measurements recently completed evaluate the ratio of effective
accelerating fields to peak surface fields to be 0.8. .In
addition to the obvious advantages of open geometry and small

size, such open structures offer the advantage of easy fabrication

(e.g., explosive forming from sheets) and ease of electro-

polishing, which is very difficult if not impossible in larger
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and completely closed structures. Further, such structures

allow the possibility of the elimination of interior welds and

the consequent quality control problems encountered in closed

cavities. Fig. 3 is an artist's conception of how such open

structures might be installed in a cryostat while allowing the

radiation to impinge on surfaces maintained at room temperature.

Fig. 4 is a diagram of an eleven cell aluminum prototype which

has been made to test room temperature RF properties. If this

appears to be a satisfactory design, it will be fabricatedin

a niobium superconducting unit.

Since gradients sufficient to be useful in a synchrotron

are now achievable, the major thrust of our cavity program will

be to reduce to practice as soon as possible a full scale

superconducting cavity that can interact with the synchrotron

beam. Thus, the primary emphasis will be on the engineering

of suitable cavity shapes and auxiliary devices peculiar to

the synchrotron application. A modest materials research effort

will, however, be necessary in order to eval usle our success

in adapting existing materials technology. This we are well
prepared to do. The Cornell Materials Science Center has at

its disposal the full panoply of instrumentation needed to study

the surface and bulk properties of niobium. In addition,

associated with the Materials Science Center are a number of

people who are versed in the metallurgy of ptobdum and in its

properties as a superconductor. It is quite realistic to

expect that, with these resouces at hand, even the modest program

we envision may produce significant contributions to the basic

technology.
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A niobium single cell cavity, which actually consists of

two half cells and a spacer ring of large inside diameter which

fits between the half cells and provides a vacuum seal, has

been built and tested a number of times. Indium is used as the

vacuum sealing material. A movable electric coupling probe is

used to provide power to the cavity through a hole in the spacing

ring. . Reflections from the cavity are used to lock the oscillator

to the resonant frequency of the cavity.

A number of cold tests have been made on this cavity to

date. The effective accelerating fields have been consistent

with the state of the art. Values ranging from 1.2 to 4.0 MeV

per foot have been obtained. The surface preparation used has

followed the procedures developed by Siemens: the cavity is

electropolished and anodized. The Q values we have obtained,

however, have fallen considerably below state of the art values.

Qo values in the region of 1.6°K have varied from 1.5 to 5

times 108. A value of at least 10° is necessary to keep

refrigeration costs at a practical level. A number of processing

variations have been made, with no significant changes in Q.

The possibilityoflossesin the indium joints is being investi-

gated by reducing the width of the cut-off region. The
possibility of surface 158328 will be investigated by firing
the cavity in the Brookhaven vacuum furnace. If low Q values

persist, the cavity will be welded into one piece to investigate

joint losses due to TEM modes in the cut-off region.
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Processing by the Siemens method has been chosen because

the anodized surface affords some degree of protection against

atmospheric exposure during assembly and against an imperfect

vacuum during extended operation. The radiation levels present

in an electron synchrotron are consistent with a reasonable

lifetime of the anodized surface, based upon measurements made

at Brookhaven. A chemically inert metallic superconducting

surface would be preferable,butnosuchmaterials have been

developed to dats.
We anticipate that even though we do not immediately obtain

Q's greater than already measured in single cavity models, we
will proceed to the construction of the full scale eleven cell

niobium unit suitable for insertion in the synchrotron. This

is possible since we can provide adequate cryogenic cooling for

a short section at a level which we could not tolerateina

full length model. At the same time we will be able to study

many of the questions which have yet to be resolved with regard

to the synchrotron application and ambient.
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Yale Univer sity New Haven, Connecticut 06520
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
217 Prospect Street

February 6, 1973

Dr. William Wallenmeyer
Director of High Energy Physics Programs
Atomic Energy Commission
Division of Research
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bill:

I am writing to put on record the suggestion we discussed briefly at the APS
meeting last Tuesday regarding a lecture series on high energy physics.

The idea was frankly inspired by the Sigma Xi lecture series. As you may
know, Sigma Xi arranges for a distinguished (and still active) scientist to give
a semi-popular lecture on a major theme from his field at a number of campuses
(typically ~10). Two that I can recall off-hand were Allan Sandage (‘'age of the
universe'') and Neal Miller (''new insights into the psychology of learning''). The
talks are aimed at the broad spectrum of ''fellow scientists''. They are intellectually
sophisticated but assume no specialized knowledge on the part of the audience,

The long recognized need for people who believe in the vitality and significance
of our field to communicate more effectively with our scientific colleagues in other
fields is especially pressing in these times. Possibly such a visiting lecture series
would be a useful part of an effort at such communication. I would imagine that
lectures at a few government and industrial labs as well as at universities would

be appropriate.

If the AEC did decide to sponsor such a series, some work would of course
have to be done to set it up in a ''graceful'' manner. However, that seems to me

to be a soluble problem.

Sincerely,

Jack Sandweiss

JS 1
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139

19 July 1972

Dr. D.R. Miller
Acting Director
Division of Research
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington - DC 20545

Dear Dr. Miller,

As the Chairman of the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel,
I submit to you a report on "Future Patterns of High Energy Physics
Research". It is the work of a subpanel nominated by our panel two
years ago, under the Chairmanship of Dr. Jack Sandweiss.

The report describes the present and the probable future
organization of High Energy Research, and discusses the most suitable
forms of organization, in view of the development of major new faci-
lities such as the N.A.L. accelerator, and the prospects of a rather
limited financial support.

The panel has studied the report and has apnroved it in
the present form.

Sincerely yours,

$F sled
/.F.Weisskopf
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FUTURE PATTERNS

OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH

[. Introduction and Summary of Recommendations

The Subpanel was organized by the High Energy Physics Advisory

Panel in April 1970 and charged with the task of studying the

patterns of organization and funding of the U.S, High Energy

Physics Program with particular attention to identifying and

recormending desirable changes in these patterns. The motivation

for this activity was the prospect of limited financial support

combined with the advent of a major new high energy physics

facility, the 200 BeV accelerator at the National Accelerator

Laboratory.

The membership and historical record of the Subpanel's activities

are given in Appendix A.

The present organization of high energy physics has indeed

served us well -- why do we anticipate that changes will improve

matters? The fundamental reason is that the present pattern was

evolved during a period of continued growth and expansion, and we



are now in a period (at least in an overall financial sense)

of stasis or even contraction. Some of those practices which

are best for seizing the advantages of an expanding situation

may well be unsuitable for protecting against the pitfalls

inherent in a contracting support climate.

The Subpanel was specifically enjoined to consider the situ-

ation in which all presently operating high energy accelerators

continue to function, and we have done so; but we wish to point

out that the problems we are addressing will not be solved simply

by closing down more accelerators, since such closings themselves

represent major losses in diversity and overall productivity of

the program.

In a detailed analysis, the Subpanel identified three major

"problem areas" in which we anticipate that new patterns may

avolve,

The first of these is: how is the rather major reallocation

of high energy physics resources, which is required to build a

vital research program at NAL, going to be accomplished? These

funds cannot be extracted from the rest of the program without

very serious consequences, Clearly, the manner of this reallocation

affects all aspects of this field of research.



The second and possibly the most significant problem for the

long range intellectual vigor of the field is the complex of

difficulties involved in making an orderly transition to a new

"age spectrum' of researchers. The age spectrum produced during

a period of expansion is necessarily "younger" than that which

can be sustained during a period of constant overall suppor!

The danger lies not so much in the new "equilibrium" age distri-

bution but rather in the real possibility that in the transition

the most creative and brilliant of young scientists may be

discouraged from working in high energy physics.

The third potential problem area deals with the relationships

between NAL, the university groups and the other national

laboratories.

The functional patterns which have become established at the

laboratories and the pattern which is forming at NAL clearly

have strong couplings, direct and via "fiscal unitarity," to the

problem areas outlined above.

1/
The Manpower Crisis in Physics - Special report of the Economic
Concerns Committee of the American Physical Society, L. Grodzins,
Chairman, April 1971. (See also APPENDIX B)



Although the eclectic character of the remainder of this report

reflects the difficulties which the Subpanel experienced in

attempting to formulate the "complete' set of recommendations

and although we must conclude that we can see no "solution"

for some of the problems caused by drastic changes of growth

rates, we were, nevertheless, able to substantially improve

our understanding of the situation and to formulate a set of

recommendations which the Subpanel believes would be helpful

and constructive, These are summarized below:

L. There should be no really fundamental change

in the general pattern of high energy physics

research. The dual structure of University based and

laboratory based research groups using the national

laboratory accelerators has served well and should

be maintained.

2. The Subpanel recommends that in responding to

budget pressures a very high priority be given to

maintaining the standard of excellence of the field

aven though this may lead to a reduction in the number

of "independent research units'" at the laboratories

and the universities. However, such reduction

should not preclude the entry of new groups into the

field.



3. The formal group structure present at both

national laboratories and universities should be

de-emphasized. Although the group organization is

important, and indeed necessary for managerial,

financial, and programmatic reasons, the trend

now should be toward greater flexibility and greater

"fluidity" in the composition of teams carrying out

specific experiments.

[t is noted that during the period of preparation of

this report, substantial change in this direction

has occurred.

4, The laboratories, the universities and the

funding agencies should encourage university based

physicists to play an increased role in the develop-

ment of the basic research facilities at the national

Laboratories.

5. The continued vitality of the field requires

that it remain attractive to the most talented and

dedicated young physicists. The Subpanel recommends

that this requirement be carefully considered in the



formulation of future plans and several suggestions

in the report are aimed at this consideration.



II. The System is Basically Sound

The Subpanel believes that the general pattern of high energy

physics research - the use of national laboratory accelerators

by university and laboratory research groups - is an excellent

one,

In addition to the basic intellectual grounds for associating

this research program with university physics, there is good

reason to believe that the involvement of both university and

laboratory based activities lends great strength to the enter-

prise. On the one hand it has provided the necessary concen-

trations of experimental 'capital" required in the field and

on the other it has allowed for a most impressive flexibility

and variety in experimental technique and style.

It is the opinion of the Subpanel that this system does not

need fundamental changes and our following recommendations

deal with measures to improve it and to attempt to preserve

its vitality in the face of serious limitations in support.



III. Maintenance of Excellence in Research Groups

The Subpanel recommends that funding decisions strive to maintain

the level of excellence this field has enjoyed even, if neces-

sary, at the cost of reducing the number of independently

functioning "research units" both at the universities and the

national laboratories. It is the belief of the Subpanel that

this standard of excellence is essential to the strength and

value of the field.

If the base level of support is excessively reduced one could

easily end up with a large number of inadequately supported

groups; each of them ineffective. At the other extreme, by

retrenching to a few larger groups, the highly desirable

diversity of ideas and richness of training opportunities, as

well as the real advantages of a varied geographical distri-

bution of high energy physics activity available at present,

would be lost.

The Subpanel believes that a compromise between these extremes

is essential, if necessary, to provide an adequate base for

the survivors. This raises, among other things, the question of

size,



An optimal size for an experimental group appears to lie in

the range of three to six Ph.D. physicists. This number, which

is based on study of the actual sizes of groups carrying out

experiments, will perhaps be somewhat larger for NAL experiments.

Groups which are marginal only with respect to size could be

encouraged to collaborate with other groups; but we strongly

feel that the combination of several weak groups will only form

a larger weak group.

The reduction of the number of independent research groups

should by no means eliminate the possibility of forming entirely

new groups, even at universities currently without a high energy

physics program. The entry of such new groups can serve as

a needed stimulus to the field; bringing new talent and new

insights into high energy physics.

At the risk of repeating what is well known, we have compiled

the Subpanel's impressions of the characteristics of 'strong"

research efforts:

l. They have, through their demonstrated productivity,

shown an impact on the field,
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2. They show a flexibility with regard to changing

techniques or research areas.

3. Their work is motivated by a search for 3igni

ficant results,

4. All their work shows a touch of innovation,

either in the physics or the technique.

5. They avoid an excessive degree of conformism

or fadism, The review procedures of the Atomic

Energy Commission and the National Science

Foundation appear to be sound and the Subpanel does

not recommend special committees, etc., to identify

weaker groups.
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IV. On the Organization of National Laboratory and University
Research Groups

The concept of the national laboratory and its relation with the

universities has evolved considerably over the course of the last two

decades. In its most primitive form, as originally envisioned by

Rabi just after the second world war, the national laboratory was

to be a service facility for the large universities around the country,

offering them instrumentation that was too expensive for any of them

to build or buy individually. While one university could build a cyclo-

tron and manage a million dollar per year contract, it could hardly

build a large, multi-BeV accelerator or a large reactor. It made a

great deal of sense for the Government to build these machines in con-

venient central locations available to all qualified scientific personnel.

Presumably, the facility could be developed by people who had only a

peripheral interest in the experiments themselves but stood ready to

serve the professional community with engineering and program

management capability.

As the laboratories developed, however, it became clear that in order

to plan and manage a set of experimental facilities in a coherent and

intelligent manner extensive experience in experimental physics was

required. It became imperative to think of the laboratories as research

establishments in their own right and hence to staff them with an out-

standing group of research scientists.
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So it was that the large national laboratories each developed a

number of outstanding experimental groups. Each group normally

focussed about some individual with a reputation for original and

independent work in one or more fields and indeed much of the best

work at these laboratories was soon being done by these so-called

"inside groups." In fact, it took rather a long time before the

university groups began using Brookhaven at all on a regular basis.

Until 1955 almost all work at the Cosmotron was done by inside groups.

As we all know, high energy physics began a most fruitful period of

growth in 1954. It spanned a wide range of new and great inventions

and discoveries including strangeness, associated production, the

bubble chamber, parity and charge conjugation non-invariance, the

spark chamber, the second neutrino, hadron rdvonences, the violation

of time reversal invariance, the "eight-fold way", and the possibility

that "quarks" may be the key constituents of elementary matter. As

discovery followed discovery the very best ninds among the graduate

students entered the field and gave it a continuing vigor. Unfortunately,

the cost of doing high energy experiments increased greatly during

this period, partly as the result of inflation, but largely as a result

of the complexity of equipment needed to make new inroads into the

unknown. The result was the growth of the laboratory research groups

into the rather formidable enterprises necessary to build and operate
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this equipment. By the late sixties a typical laboratory had five

to ten independent experimental groups each with perhaps up to ten

Ph.D. physicists, four engineers, four technicians, a secretary and

perhaps a business manager. It had an annual research budget perhaps

as high as a million dollars a year and it had access to extensive

shop facilities, an instrumentation department, a computing complex

and a variety of on-line computers. In fact, one of the painful

consequences of this growth was the extent to which the group leader's

time was taken up with administration.

In a comparable way these years also saw the growth of the university

based research groups. These groups also tended to focus about an

individual with a reputation for original and independent work. Many

of the junior members of the research groups were themselves faculty

members and in principle had the privilege of independent research.

In practice, however, the complexity of the experiments and the financial

control of the principal investigators tended to produce an effective

organizational structure similar to that in the national laboratories

Perhaps, the most significant distinction between the laboratory and

university groups lay in the fact that a number of university groups

were rather small and modestly funded operations and so tended to

develop a style of collaboration with other university or national

laboratory groups.
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What about the younger members of both of these types of groups? As

a result of the healthy growth rate of the field and of the academic

world in general, they could look forward to a reasonable development

of their careers. After a few years in a group of this sort a young

man could achieve his independence by taking one of the many available

academic positions. Alternatively, a laboratory might expand by open-

ing another research group, giving a promising physicist the chance of

being a group leader. In addition, new laboratories were opening and

new opportunities were plentiful.

In the last few years, as the pattern of funding for high energy physics

has shifted from a growth situation to one which is nearly static, a

number of problems have arisen in this system which threaten to under-

mine the successful continuation of the program.

At the same time that the growth in funding of the field has changed

drastically, the growth of university faculties has also nearly| stopped.

This latter effect has many sources, both demographic and sociological.

Although we are not competent to analyze these in detail, it does not

seem likely that the university growth rates of the 1960's will be

resumed in the time period we are considering (that is, roughly the

next five to ten years). We are thus faced with the much publicized

over-supply of trained young physicists. From the point of view of

high energy physics research,.wemustbe concerned about the morale and



vitality of the research groups given the uncertain future of their

younger members. We must also be concerned with the ability to retain

for the relatively few positions that are and will be available, the

most talented and imaginative of the young physicists currently working

in the field. And finally, we must be concerned with the ability to

attract highly talented and motivated graduate students.

Economic strength and accelerator availability have become centralized

at comparatively few national laboratories. For example, both the

Cambridge Electron Accelerator and the Princeton-Pennsylvania

Accelerator have ceased to function as general high energy physics

accelerators. While the need for such concentration is understood,

the Subpanel points out that it places additional strains on the system,

In particular, it tends to raise the "ante" for entry into independent

experimental research. Experiments will tend to be larger and more

complex, lead times will be longer and collaborations will involve

more physicists. The processes of experimental proposal and approval

will be more crucial as fewer alternative courses of action will be

available.

The natural aging has affected, to some extent, the enthusiasm

and inspiration inherent in the leadership of the research groups.

Apart from the expansion mechanisms associated with growth, no natural

way has been found to pass the leadership on to younger men while
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making maximum use of the talent and experience available among these

older men.

What can be done to cope with these problems? The Subpanel has found

no ready answers but after substantial discussion have arrived at the

following suggestions.

I It seemed that a heightened awareness of these problems

is in itself useful. The existence of this report reflects

the concern which the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel

has for these problems and will hopefully contribute to

this awareness.

2. As emphasized in the first recommendation (Section 11),

this Subpanel does not believe that any major re-organization

of the system, on balance, is desirable. However, it is recom-

mended that the formal group structures should be de-emphasized.

The details are, of course, dependent on the particular

institution under discussion. In a large university or a

national laboratory, a substantial degree of "fluidity" would

he desirable. Groups could be partially formed and re-formed

on an ad hoc basis for carrying out specific experiments. In

a small university this degree of flexibility would not be

readily possible. Where it could be achieved the de-emphasis

of static group structures would make the opportunity of playing
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a dominant role in the organization of an experimental effort

more widely available and in our opinion would increase the

vitality of the operation as well as its attractiveness to the

most talented younger physicists.
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V. On the Relationships of National Laboratories with each other and
with University Groups

The impending operation of NAL at a time of constrained budgets in

high energy physics suggests that this Subpanel reconsider the relation-

ships between the national laboratories and between the laboratories

and the university groups. There are many aspects of these relationships

that might be discussed: balance between inside and outside groups,

the need for pooling of equipment, etc. Many of the questions are

highly specific to the institutions involved and many others are in a

state of flux, factors which make it difficult for a Subpanel such as

this to comment usefully. However, one clear conclusion was that in

each case the prospects of tight budgets arguesfordevelopinga

flexible approach towards doing high energy physics experiments.

Openness and broad participation of physicists from universities and

institutions must become a hallmark of the operation of the national

laboratories. The following two recommendations speak to two aspects

of this participation.

New Role of Visiting Physicists at National Laboratories.

The effectiveness of the participation mentioned above can be enhanced

1.

by encouraging physicists to spend time at a national laboratory during

formative stages of the development of its research facilities.

Consistent work and study of a facility design is essential to the

successful operation of it at a later date. With reduced manpower it
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will not always be possible for the laboratory physicists to optimize

the design or even the effectiveness of the operation of existing

equipment.

Coming with financial support from the home institution, the visiting

physicist will help to improve the research capability of the

national facility for the benefit of everyone as well as accumulate

know-how useful towards preparing his research proposals. The wide

acceptance of this practice will help to close the gap between

physicists who build the accelerator and those who use them, as well

as enhance the nation's investment in high energy research facilities,

The presence of university physicists at a national laboratory over

an extended period of time will allow the visitor to become acquainted

with the laboratory staff. It is hoped that such contacts may lead

to collaborations on physics experiments. Such collaborations could

bring the special talents and know-how of the laboratory physicist

into an experiment, The university group might find the proximity

of the local physicists desirable while the laboratory would benefit

from the presence of graduate students and university research

associates, It is felt that such collaborations would be particu-

larly beneficial in the time of restricted budgets and research

opportunities.
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2. Policy on the Use of NAL by Other National Laboratories.

Excellence in the accelerator laboratory in-house staffing of

physicists is required in order to maintain, operate, develop, and

perform the best research at the specialized and complex laboratory

facilities. The function of the research fraction of the in-house

staff activity is both of intrinsic importance to the viability of

the laboratory and to. the advancement to the state of the high energy

physics research field. ‘The participationofin-housestaff in

experiments at another accelerator laboratory, say NAL, on the basis

of competitive scientific merit is a natural and logical extension

of both the physicists research function and the capability for

advancing the work at the in-house laboratory. However, there is

a strong concern relative to the extent to which in-house laboratory

funds should be applied to research at another laboratory, in that

such funds reduce the wherewithal of the primary laboratory function

An explicit accounting of the magnitude of such research effort is

urged.

In a related vein, the long term use of other national laboratories

as staging and testing areas for NAL accelerator user groups should

be minimal. While special circumstances may exist whereby such

utilization would be useful, particularly in the early days of NAL,

we believe that it would be most efficient, indeed essential, for

NAL to develop test beams, assembly areas, etc., itself. Thus, it
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would not be expected that testing for NAL experiments would be a ma jor

part of the scientific mission of a high energy accelerator at one of

the other national laboratories.
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VI. Problems Associated with Shrinking Opportunities for Young
Physicists

The leveling out of research funding for high energy physics and the

nearly simultaneous cessation of university expansion have led to a

substantial decline in the opportunities for new long-term careers

in the field (Appendix B). Indeed, having recently experienced a

long period of rather steady growth we are faced with a substantial

over-population of trained young physicists. As is well known, this

situation is not specific to high energy physics but is one aspect

of a more wide spread phenomenon.

The problems associated with this situation can be arbitrarily grouped

into two general classes. One class deals with the problems of the

young physicists themselves and with their relationship with society

at large. This very broad area is of concern to a number of groups

and institutions; for example, the Economic Concerns Committee of the

American Physical Society. The other class of problems deals with

the situation from the narrower point of view of the future vitality

of the field of high energy physics. Although we share a deep concern

with our colleagues about the first class of problems, the scope and

thrust of the Subpanel activities were necessarily oriented to the

second.

Even in this narrower area it was very difficult to reach definite

conclusions. The central question is whether or not the field is in
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real danger of failing to attract and/or retain the next generation of

leaders of sufficient talent and imagination to keep the field vital

and exciting. A clear cut answer to this question is not, at present,

available to us. Nevertheless, we felt that it is a sufficiently serious

matter that we must remain concerned with it. In this connection,

we make the following recommendations.

1 High Energy Physics Advisory Panel should support a study in

approximately two years from now which attempts to evaluate

‘he effects on the vitality of the field of what may then be

approaching ten years of quasi-static funding support.

2. Every effort should be made at this time to maintain a

sufficient number of temporary junior positions to allow the

selection process to work as effectively as possible. At the

same time and for the same reason, efforts should be made to

»rovide an opportunity for young physicists to demonstrate

early their ability to operate creatively in an independent

fashion.
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APPENDIX A

Membership and Activities of the Subpanel

The membership of the Subpanel is as follows:

Martin Deutsch - Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Myron L. Good ~- SUNY at Stony Brook

Richard A. Lundy - Argonne National Laboratory

Richard J. Plano =~ Rutgers University

James R. Sanford - National Accelerator Laboratory

Melvin Schwartz - Stanford University

M. Lynn Stevenson - University of California

Jack Sandweiss, Chairman - Yale University

The first meeting of the Subpanel was on April 28, 1970, at the

AEC in Washington, D.C. and was devoted to briefings by V.F.

Weisskopf and W.A. Wallenmeyer as well as to organizational details.

Subsequent meetings were:

June 13, 1970 - O'Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois

August 20, 1970 - Cambridge, Massachusetts

September 19, 1970 - O'Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois

November 6, 1970 - National Accelerator Laboratory

January 8, 9, 1971 - National Accelerator Laboratory
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On May 25, 1970, the attached memorandum announcing the creation

of the Subpanel was sent to all experimental physicists and

graduate students in high energy physics. In addition, Subpanel

members participated in open meetings at SLAC, Berkeley (LBL),

Argonne, Cambridge, and Brookhaven in an attempt to get feedback

from the high energy physics community.

On June 21, 1970, a subgroup of the Subpanel (Schwartz, Sandweiss)

met at the Atomic Energy Commission in Washington with the following:

Paul Donovan, Head, Physics Section - National Science
Foundation

Marcel Bardon, Physics Section - National Science Foundation

Hall Taylor, Fellowship Office - National Science Foundation

Harry M. Doukas, Fellowship Office - National Institutes of
Health

A.W. Ziegler, Division of Nuclear Education and Training - AEC

B. Hildebrand, Division of Physical Research - AEC

The principle topic of discussion was a proposed post-doctoral

fellowship program. The original idea behind the proposal was

that it would offer a chance for independent research activity

to a selected group of young physicists. As a result of this
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meeting and of further discussion, it was decided not to proceed

with the proposal.

Meetings with the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel discussing

the work of the Subpanel were held on:

July 17, 18, 1970

October 11, 12, 1970

June 7, 8, 1971

January 10, 11, 12, 1972

May 24, 25, 1972



May 25, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICISTS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS IN
HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

At the request of the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel of the
AEC (HEPAP), I have agreed to chair a subcommittee to study and
recommend with respect to "future patterns of HEP research"
The principle motivation for launching this activity at this time
is of course the prospect of limited financial support combined
with the advent of a major new HEP resource, the NAL accelerator.

We shall try to see whether or not new methods of organizing and/or
funding research efforts will be desirable. Obviously, this is
an extremely broad subject which touches many aspects of our work,
both as research physicists and as members of our home institutions.

The purpose of this memorandum is to inform you and to ask for your
advice and opinions. Please write to me or to any other member

of the committee.

Sincerely,

Jack Sandweiss
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APPENDIX B

Academic Manpower Patterns in High Energy Physics

A transition of the physics profession from an expanding to a

static or contracting regime has been in progress during the past

three years. This is now beginning to be reflected in substantial

changes in the age distribution of physicists engaged in high

energy research. A reasonably representative sample of AEC high

aner research university contracts indicates striking changesgy y g g

during a fifteen month period between June 1, 1969, and October 1

1970, as shown in the following table.

TABLE 1

HEP Staff Supported by Federal Funds at

Selected Institutions

Tenured Faculty Assistant Prof.

June 1969 140

October 1970 {30 3 "

Res. Assoc,

106

2]

We see that the number of senior professors connected with these

contracts actually increased by about fifteen percent (presumably
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by promotions rather than by the entry of new personnel) while

junior members decreased by twenty percent. Figure 1, which is

taken from a report being prepared by the Committee on Economic

Concerns of the American Physical Society (APS), shows that this

development is representative of the profession as a whole,

although the changes in our sample seem to be somewhat ma e

drastic. Figure 2, taken from the same report, shows the actual

flow of individuals between the various categories. No break-

down of these data into research disciplines is at present avail-

able but there is no evidence that high energy physics differs

significantly from the rest of the professions.

Research contracts probably provide about twenty percent of base

salary for senior faculty, mainly as summer salary, about thirty

percent for junior faculty, and more than eighty percent for

research associates. If we take the average salary for senior

faculty to be nearly twice that for the junior staff, we conclude

that the contract cost per man is roughly the same, on the average,

in the two categories. We are thus led to the conclusion that the

changes shown in Table 1 reflect an approximately constant budget

in current dollars, with the reduction in total staff correspondent

to the effects of inflation. These trends are fairly uniform in

various fields of physics and, in fact, in other natural sciences.
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A much more complete analysis of the physics manpower problem

is given in the APS report, 'The Manpower Crisis in Physics."

Although, a discussion of the causes of the physics job crisis

would be inappropriate here, the conclusion drawn in the APS

report, namely that the severe job shortage will persist, perhaps

throughout the 1970's, is an important ome for our purposes and

has been a working hypothesis of our group.



Figure 1. REAL GROWTH OF PHYSICS FACULTIES AT
PhD GRANTING UNIVERSITIES

1962-63 — 1970-71
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Figure 2. MIGRATION OF FACULTY IN UNIVERSITIES
GRANTING Ph.D’s DEGREE IN PHYSICS

1969-70 — 1970-71
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[Introduction and Outline of Report on HEPAP

what is HEPAP? High Energy Physics Advisory Panel - Advisory

to the Physics Research Division of the AEC. The principle purpose of the

panel is to advise Dr. Paul McDaniel, director of the AEC Physical Research

Division, Dr. W. Wallenmeyer, head of the high energy physics branch and

their staff, about how best to pursue high energy physics research in the

U.S.A. within realistic budgetary boundary conditions. In addition, senior

members of the NSF staff responsible for high energy physics research attend

and participate in the meetings of HEPAP.

HEPAP helps to bring the excitement, fundamental interest and

possible long range importance of the field of elementary particle physics

to the attention of the administration, Congress and the general public.

Who is on it? At present HEPAP consists of the following fourteen

members:

B. C. Barish, Cal. Tech.

B. Cork, ANL

J. W. Cronin, U. of Chicago

R. R. Rau, BNL

B. Richter, SLAC

J. L. Rosen, Northwestern U.

J. R. Sanford, NAL

A. M. Sessler, U. of Cal. LBL

G. A. Snow, U. of Md.

G. F. Tape, AUI-BNL

S. B. Treiman, Princeton U.

V. F. Weisskopf, Chairman, MIT

W. A. Wenzel, LBL

W. J. Willis, Yale TU.

In 70-71,R. L. Cool, BNL; E. R. Piore, IBM; and K. M. Terwillinger, U. of

Mich. served while Barish, Cronin, and Rau did not.

Inspection of this list illustrates that a careful attempt is made

to balance the composition of the committee to ensure representation from

each of the AEC supported National Laboratories that are heavily engaged in

high energy physics and from the University community similarly engaged.



Attempts are made to obtain geographical balance, some balance between

rheorists and experimentalists, and representation from experimentalists

associated with different experimental techniques. A new member of HEPAP

is always struck by the conflict of interest that is present for almost

every panel member in many of its discussions. In fact, the positions

-aken by each member in controversial debates are almost always predictable.

However, the AEC officers responsible for the program are keenly aware of

the a priori attitudes each member of the panel brings to a new problem --

attitudes strongly conditioned by each member's past experiences and present

circumstances. This advisory system assumes that a discerning government

official can filter the signals he receives during the discussions and

obtain very useful information and advice despite the conflicts of interest

inherently present. Clearly unanimous opinions have much more weight than

divided ones -- and, suprisingly enough, they are not uncommon.



Some Problems Addressed by HEPAP in period Summer 1970 to Spring 1972:

lL, Budgetary Allocations and Priorities in each year's budget.

) Priorities and strategies for five year projections prepared each year
by HEP Division of AEC.

J. Detailed Problems:

a. NAL - Impact on U.S. HEP Programs.

9} Accounting Methods used by different National Labs in making
category breakdowns -- more uniformity and hence comparability
imposed.
Advise on best response to Congressional reguest for a report on
the level of funding needed at each laboratory to support a
"Viable and Productive High Energy Physics Program’. Strong
support given by HEPAP not to close down any more high energy
accelerators.

d

-
L &amp;

2 -

b

3-

Visit and Review of each laboratory effort once every two years.
(SLAC, ANL, CEA, were the last three visited.)

Alert Administration of inbalances in U.S. technological develop-
ment that could endanger future HEP developments. Especially
lack of support for super-conducting technology in U.S. industry.

Try to foster and encourage international cooperation in HEP.

Problems of user groups and young physicists trying to do big
experiments -- funding by experiments.

Summary of plans for multiparticle spectrometers at different
laboratories. Are there too many? Answer: NO!

Manpower problems especially as they bear on the long term health
of the field.



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720

TELEPHONE (415) 843-2740

TELEX 335313 LAWRADLAB BERK
TWX 910-366-7172 LAW RAD LAB

CABLE UCLRL BERKELEY

Mav 5, 1972

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

I'm sorry not to have sooner responded to the request in your
March 16 letter. Your subsequent note both precipitated some action
‘namely this response) and provided some comfort (since I learned that
[ wasn't the only one who had been negligent in getting to your chore).

To some degree, my slowness in getting to your chore re-
flects my lack of enthusiasm for the task; which is to say that I have
some reservations concerning the importance of reporting on HEPAP's
~ecent activities. However, putting these reservations aside, I have taken
a first cut at how such a report might be done.

Now, I must admit that it isn't clear to me how long a report
you had in mind; in your recent note you refer to a 'letter,' although at
first I had been thinking in terms of a rather detailed report. Consequently
i have formulated the enclosed as a framework into which more or less de-
cailed sections can be inserted (or removed). I hope it will help to get us
started.

Note that we have only had two meetings so far this academic
year. Material from our up-coming meeting can be expected to constitu-
tute a significant fraction of the report; and consequently, it doesn't seem
prudent to complete the report prior to our next meeting.

The first thing I did (Item A), was to summarize the agenda
from our meetings. A number of themes run through them. I would sug:
sest the report be organized along thematic lines. A possible outline is
yiven in Item B. The danger here is that many important topics simply
weren't covered in our two meetings; and some topics covered could easily
be misconstrued to be more significant than in fact they were. For example.
[ would delete mention of the spectrometer survey -- especially as nothing
came of our study; and I would not include discussion of international topics
since they tend to need very delicate treatment in order to avoid misunder-
standing; and, again, because little came of our deliberations). Nor would
I be inclined to mention the NSF-AEC interactions, or the ANL Site Visit,
Conversely, I am a bit embarrassed to report that we hardly considered



Prof, V. F. Weisskopf 5/5/72

the employment crisis in HEP, and certainly made no recommendations
concerning this serious problem.

In Item C, I have crudely (scissors and paste) drawn together
possible material for the Sections of Item B. My view is that this is much
too much material, and only a small fraction should actually be incorporatec
into the report. However, I decided that it was best to start with too much,
~ather than too little, material.

[ hope this helps vou somewhat.

Sincerely

Andrew N_.

AMS:GC

FFnclosure - Item A
Item B
[tem C Ito C V.

cc: G. A. Snow
S. B. Treiman



[tem A: HEPAP Meeting Agenda Items

August 2, 1971 (Prior to '7l - '72 academic year)

lL. Budget

2

3,

International collaboration: Serpukhov &amp; NAL

JCAE report request and plan for action

October 8-10, 1971

Budget
NAL status and interaction with users

Report on accelerator technology &amp; letter to David on

superconductivity technology

Survey of spectometers

JCAE report

International collaboration: Morges Conference &amp; an

international accelerator

Report on physics in China

(II. January 10-12, 1972

1 Budget

Survey of spectrometers

NAL status &amp; interaction with users

NSF - AEC interactions

tature patterns of HEP research

ANL presentation

Long-range labo—atoryv construction &amp; facility improvement

rians



[ten B: Outline for a Report from HEPAP (Academic Year '71-'72)

Introduction

1 Considerationsfor a Viable &amp; Productive High Energy Physics

Program

[11. NAL Interaction With Users &amp; the Future Patterns of HEP Research

1. General Considerations

? NAIL and the Users

IV. Advanced Accelerator Concepts &amp; Technology

V. Long Range Laboratory Construction &amp; Improvement Plans

VI. Budget Considerations



Item C 1

Introduction

The High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) to the AEC

Division of Research is one of the formal mechanisms for input

from the high energy community to the AEC. As such, it has a

representative role and consequently it is most appropriate that

HEPAP keep the community informed of its deliberations. In the

past, HEPAP has held open meetings at the various laboratories and

published occasional reports. This present article is a report

on activities during the academic year 1971-72.

In retrospect, a number of themes ran through the meetings.

This report has been organized along thematic, rather than chron-

ological lines, which--perhaps--reduces the suspense of the story,

but increases its clarity. Each of the following sections is

devoted to one of the themes.

By way of record, the members of HEPAP during the year '71-'72

were:

F. Weisskopf (Chairman)
C. Cork
W. Cronin
R. Rau
Richter

. L. Rosen
J. R. Sanford

A. M. Sessler
G. A. Snow
G. F. Tape
S. B. Treiman
W. A. Wenzel
WN. J. Willis



Item C II1

NAL Interaction With Users and the Future
_ Patterns of HEP Research

General Considerations

Cne of the major subjects which was considered at each HEPAP meet-

ing during the year was the impact upon the high energy user community

of the coming-on of NAL. By way of preparation for the changes which

were -- and are -- to come, HEPAP, in April 1970, asked Jack Sandweiss

to form a committee to study, and recommend upon, future patterns of high

energy physics research.

The Sandweiss committee has yet to produce a final report, but in

draft form selections from the Introduction and Summary of Recommenda-

tions section read as follows:

"I, Introduction and Summary of Recommendations

The present organization of HEP has indeed served us well -- why do

we anticipate that changes will improve matters? The fundamental reason

is that the present pattern was evolved during a period of continued growth

and expansion, and we are now in a period (at least in an overall financial

sense) of stasis or even contraction. Some of those practices which are best

for seizing the advantages of an expanding situation may sell be unsuitable

for protecting against the pitfalls inherent in a contracting support climate.

The committee was specifically enjoined to consider the situation in

which all presently operating high-energy accelerators continue to function,

and we have done so; but we wish to point out that the problems we are ad-

dressing will not be solved simply by closing down more accelerators, since

such closings themselves represent major losses in diversity and overall

sroductivitv of the program.



(n a detailed analysis, we have identified three major ‘problem areas!

in which we anticipate that new patterns can and should evolve.

The first of these is: how is the rather major reallocation of HEP re-

sources which is required to build a vital research program at NAL going

to be accomplished? These funds cannot be extracted from the rest of the

program without very serious consequences. Clearly, the manner of this

reallocation affects all aspects of HEP.

The second and possibly the most significant problem for the long range

intellectual vigor of our field is the complex of difficulties involved in mak-

ng an orderly transition to a new 'age spectrum’ of researchers. The age

spectrum produced during a period of expansion is necessarily younger!

han that which can be sustained during a period of constant overall support.

The danger lies not so much in the new 'equilibrium' age distribution but

rather in the real possibility that in the transition we may discourage the

most creative and brilliant of young scientists from working in HEP.

The third potential problem area deals with the relationships between

NAL, the university groups and the other national laboratories.

The functional patterns which have become established at the laboratories

and the pattern which is forming at NAL clearly have strong couplings, direct

and via 'fiscal unitarity’, to the problem areas outlined above.

Although the eclectic character of the remainder of this report reflects

the difficulties which we experienced in attempting to formulate a 'complete’

set of recommendations and although we must conclude that we can see no

‘solution’ for some of the problems caused by drastic changes of support

levels, we were nevertheless able to substantially improve our understand-

ing of the situation and to formulate a set of recommendations which we believe

would be helpful and constructive, We summarize these below.

There should be no really fundamental change in the



general pattern of HEP research. The dual structure of

University based and laboratory based research groups

1sing the national laboratory accelerators has served well

and should be maintained.

2. We recommend that in responding to budget pressures

a very high priority be given to maintaining the standard of

excellence of the field even though this will lead to a reduc-

tion in the number of 'independent research units! at the

laboratories and the universities.

3. The formal group structure present at many national

laboratories and Universities should be de-emphasized.

Although the group organization is important and indeed

necessary for managerial and financial reasons, the trend

now should be toward greater flexibility and greater fluidity’

in the composition of teams carrying out specific experiments.

4, We recommend that funding procedures should support ex-

periments rather than groups to a greater extent than has

been done in the past. We would expect support to consist

of two categories -- a base level and a "pulsed! incremental

support keyed to specific experiments.

5. The supporting facilities of the national laboratories should

be available in appropriate measure to the university based re-

searcher, We recognize the administrative difficulties and

also the progress which has been made recently in this direc-

tio Ad

r, The laboratories. the universities and the funding agencies



should encourage university based physicists to play an in-

-reased role in the development of the basic research facili-

-ies at the national laboratories.

7 The continued vitality of the field requires that it remain

attractive to the most talented and dedicated young physicists.

We recommend that this requirement be carefully considered

in the formulation of future plans and we make a number of sug-

gestions in the report which are aimed at this consideration.”

, NAL and the Users

In discussions concerning NAL and the user community the primary

concern was that too many users and, of course, their associated equip-

ment might presently be tied up with the NAL program so that we may be

missing some opportunities to proceed with important experiments by those

same users at other facilities on a more timely basis. HEPAP recognized

he great interest of the users in carrying out experiments at NAL and the

importance of their being ready as the accelerator and the experimental

facilities become ready. We were concerned, however, that compared to

the program which actually may be completed at NAL over the next several

rears, too much of the total national capability already may have been com-

TMitted.,

With these thoughts in mind, HEPAP discussed with -~ and impressed

ipon -- NAL the importance of supplying the community with realistic

scenarios so as to optimize planning and execution of programs at the uni-

versities and at all the national laboratories.

In these discussions with NAL, HEPAP also expressed concern that

the premature operation of an extensive experimental program before meet-
12

ng some reasonable design goals (200 GeV,&gt;10""ppp) not be allowed to delay



the operation of an effective 200-GeV program. Also, HEPAP expressed

concern about the very large backlog of approved NAL experiments, for ii

felt that it may take years to complete the program and that a significant

‘raction of the approved experiments may no longer be of great interest

&gt;y the time they can be completed.

The input of HEPAP was taken into account by NAL and, no doubt, is

reflected in the NAL monthly reports and experiment schedules.



[tem C IV

Advanced Accelerator Concepts and Technology

The future of HEP is dependent upon many factors: physics interest;

political climate as a reflection of public support; economic state of the

nation; and the technical possibilities for accelerator, storage rings, and

&gt;eam transport systems. In August 1970, HEPAP requested Bruce Cork

to form a committee to survey the status of advanced accelerator concepts

and technology. The report of this committee was issued in September,

1971, 1 and contains a survey of new concepts and technologies, as well as

a summary of conceptual studies on new technology accelerators. The major

conclusions and recommendations of the committee were adopted by HE PAP,

with the qualification that the recommendations of increases in financial

support not be at the expense of other activities in HEP,

The conclusions and recommendations were:

.. Advanced Accelerator Concepts and Technology, HEPAP Subpanel
on Advanced Accelerator Technology, Sept. 1971, available from
the USAEC Division of Research.



A. Goals and impact of research on new accelerator concepts and—— re hresJ new acc eBiTechnologies
The new accelerator concepts and technologies studied by the

Subpanel have been described individually in Section II. Assuming
that the technical difficulties are resolved, the major new concepts
and technologies (ERA, superconducting synchrotrons, superconducting
linear accelerators) all show genuine promise of leading to accelerator
devices that would be less costly to build and to operate, and be more
compact than equivalent conventional accelerators or storage rings.
However, in light of the short-range financial limitations in high
energy physics, it is often asked:

Q.1 Why should accelerator physics research and devel-
opment continue to be supported at a time when the
construction of a super-high energy accelerator seems
rather far in the future?

The answer comes in several parts:

i. Of the AEC funds devoted nominally to research and devel-
opment of novel accelerator concepts and technologies (about $5M in
F'Y 1971), we note that one-third or more is concerned with techno-

logical developments of direct use in the experimental areas at existing

2 Q



accelerator facilities. Examples include the development of dc
superconducting transport and analyzing magnets, and superconducting
rf particle separators. Independently of any plans for future accel-
erators, this development work should continue in support of particle
physics experiments.

Substantial work is still needed to determine whether the
most promising new concepts and technologies are feasible and how
they should be incorporated into a proven design suitable for a new
accelerator. The time scale for planning and development in the field
of accelerator physics can be quite long. Thus, even if a super-high
energy accelerator were not authorized or built for several years, it
is still necessary to proceed with the research. In fact, after the
feasibility of a new concept or technology has been demonstrated, it
is prudent to take an intermediate step in the form of a small-scale
pilot project before scaling to a large accelerator.

Ls

3. While the ultimate goal of accelerator research is to find
new and less costly methods of attaining very high energies or
intensities, we have found that, in fact, only a negligible fraction of
che present research effort goes into parameter studies for new large
accelerators. Instead, as seen in Section II, most of the effort is
directed towards understanding the physics of the principles and
techniques and developing reliable building blocks, The small effort
devoted to conceptual studies for new accelerators merely serves the
purpose of establishing the promise or payoff of the techniques under
study.

4, Much of theoretical and experimental accelerator research
is physics research in its own right. By its very nature, it has tra-
ditionally fallen within the province of high energy physics since it has
been and is so intimately concerned with the tools of high energy
physics. This is true whether one is dealing with the details of super -
conductivity or the complicated area of collective phenomena.

5. The drive for exploration of higher energy effects and new
domains, such as that opened up by higher intensity, has frequently
originated with the accelerator scientists, sometimes with only luke-
warm support and even with opposition from others in the high energy
physics community. A recent example is the CERN ISR now eagerly
awaited by experimenters. This Phase lag of interest can be traced
to the different characteristic time scales for planning in the different
fields.
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o. The ''spin off'" argument is a remarkably strong one for
accelerator science vis-a-vis the other parts of the high energy
physics program. As one example, the thrust towards developing
a pulsed superconducting synchrotron magnet led to an early attack
on the basic ac behavior of superconductors, which only later was
realized to be essential to good performance of the dc magnets that
are now beginning to appear in beam lines and equipment on the
experimental floor. Second, the years of research devoted to a
superconducting microwave accelerator may well lead to a first
application in the experimental area in the shape of rf beam separa-
tors. Third, the attack on understanding collective effects essential
to the ERA program has a very direct bearing on problems in other
accelerating devices, virtually all of which are limited by some form
of collective instability. Not only do all these efforts benefit present
research, but they also offer prospects for substantial upgrading of
existing accelerator facilities.

7. Finally, the pursuit of the goal of a high energy accelerator
should, on the way, lead to further spin-off in other areas of national
relevance. For example, first uses of an ERA could be as a heavy-
ion accelerator for study of transuranic elements and for biomedical
research for cancer therapy. The increased understanding of the
ac and dc properties of superconducting magnets will be of great
importance in the future development of superconducting power-
generation equipment, power transmission, and transportation methods.

In summary, the shortage of prospective funds for a new, large
accelerator at the time of writing this report should not, in our view,
be used as an argument against supporting a healthy activity in the
field of accelerator physics and development.

B. Activity and Status

Table VII gives an overall view of the studies in the USA on new
concepts and technologies with their potential payoffs and applications.
The numbers given in this table are only approximate. For more
specific details, the reader should refer to Sections II and III above.
With this information in mind, we will now answer the other questions
raised in the Introduction.

1



Q.2 Are the various new concepts and technologies
supported to the proper level, both globally and
individually, and within the proper proportions
from one laboratory to another?

Our conclusions are as follows:

1. The total research program on new accelerator concepts
and technologies for ANL, BNL, LRL, NAL, and SLAC for FY 1971
will be about $5M or 4% of the AEC's High Energy Physics operating
budget’ (approximately $ 118M). Of this, about one-third has a direct
bearing on beam-handling equipment for particle physics experiments.
Taking this fact into account, the figure of 4% is reasonable but it
certainly is not very high. Increasing it to 5% would be very bene-
ficial, especially for certain areas of accelerator research (see
recommendations below). Even if no new accelerator were to be
built in the near future, we believe that research at this rate will
pay for itself in dividends to existing accelerators in terms of accel-
erator upgrading, beam transport magnets, rf separators, injectors,
etc.

2. The present level of support of the individual programs
in the various laboratories has produced highly valuable results.
However, in the course of these research programs, a number of
new technical problems have been uncovered. In order for these to
be solved at an efficient rate, the present level of support should at
least be maintained. In fact, it is our belief that a small increase in
support will produce a large incremental rate of progress,

3. Having considered the overall program, we examined at
great length the question of distribution of effort and resources among
laboratories. We reviewed the conflict between duplication of effort
and the need for maintaining the stimulation of independent competi-
tion. We were impressed that the present activities at the national
laboratories are largely complementary and that communication
among advanced technology groups is excellent. We are convinced
that this area of high energy physics which we have reviewed has a
very high score in regard to the control of unnecessary duplication.

Arrival at a good balance is not accidental: There exists al-
ready a considerable degree of regulation of relative size of advanced

LL)



accelerator research and development in competition with other
programs in the High Energy Physics Program. The major acti-
vities in advanced accelerator research are es sentially concentrated
in three or four national laboratories, each with a large representa-
tive staff of high energy physicists who, through advice to the director,
have a substantial influence on the balance among the laboratory
programs.

We conclude that it is important to preserve the existing
"ecological balance. There is strength in the present division of
labor and competition, and new ideas generally develop best where
there is the greatest motivation behind them. Within these natural
guidelines, each laboratory director should retain the discretion of
balancing resources between short-range and long-range goals.

4, To give a particular example, the question of duplication
is often asked in regard to superconducting magnets, both ac and dc.
Major efforts to develop pulsed magnets are made in two places:
BNL and LRL-Berkeley. This Subpanel found that this duplication
is not a waste of resources, but rather that it provides a healthy
and stimulating competition. Development of superconducting dc
magnets is done at even more laboratories. Here again, this Subpanel
felt that this should not be viewed as duplication of effort and dis-
couraged on that account. Often the use of a superconducting magnet
represents a significant gain over that of a conventional copper
magnet; thus, in the sense that an accelerator laboratory needs to
concern itself with building better magnets, it seems to us quite
proper that in-house expertise in this area not be discouraged at any
accelerator laboratory.

0.3 How do the levels of support for the new ideas
and technologies in the USA compare with those
in Europe and the USSR?

A general answer to this question is difficult because complete
statistics are not available, particularly for the USSR, and the
situations are not always comparable. Some data are given in
Section II. Our judgment is that in most categories the Western
European accelerator laboratories as a whole are getting better
support.than are their USA counterparts. For example, the RHEL-
Saclay-Karlsruhe combine working on pulsed superconducting magnets
certainly has very strong support. This is equally true for the rf
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superconducting group at Karlsruhe. There are two ERA expcri-
mental groups in Germany and a group starting in France. In the
USSR, the pioneering ERA effort at Dubna and the storage ring
work at Novosibirsk are certainly outstanding. It is recently
reported that a significant expansion of ERA research and facilities
is anticipated at Dubna. The ability of the Soviet groups to stay in
the forefront of these technologies is due not only to great originality
in their work but also to very substantial financial support.

Another observation which seems worthwhile to mention at this
point is that of long-range fiscal commitments. Some of the European
laboratories and certainly the Soviet institutions benefit from multi-
year financial plans. Such commitments have a considerable advantage
because the lead time for most of the accelerator research projects
is of the order of several years. Thus, technical planning can be made
in a much more orderly way.

Q.4 Are any of the new ideas or technologies "ripe! for
construction of a large, new accelerator?

Our consensus is that the answer at this time is "No. '" While

the various new technologies reviewed here appear very promising,
none of them has yet reached the level of prototype building. None
of the major programs such as ERA, ac superconducting magnet
research, or rf superconducting linacs has attained technical maturity
for immediate use in a large accelerator. Present conductor materials
appear to be adequate for dc or slowly pulsed superconducting storage
ring magnets, but the engineering problems associated with them
remaintobesolved. The only exception might be the cold aluminum
magnet, but it is felt that its higher power consumption would make
it comparatively less interesting for a large synchrotron as compared
to superconducting magnets after these are engineered in a practical
manner.

. Thus, before a large, new accelerator can be built, many prac-
tical problems of engineering, reproducibility, reliability, maintenance,
and cost must be solved. This point has been amply illustrated by the
discussion in Section II above.

The Subpanel's answer to this question may be somewhat dis-
appointing but need not be viewed in a negative way. Until high energy
phenomena studied at the CERN ISR and the 200-500 GeV machines at
NAL and CERN provide physics guidelines to select the most desirable



next step, it is unlikely that any larger accelerator can.or should
be authorized. Since these results will not appear until some
time in the future, it is undesirable, difficult, and unnecessary
to "tag! a particular technology at this point in time for the next
major facility, It is imperative that accelerator research should
Proceed at a sufficient rate to resolve the major technological
questions before the choices dictated by physics have to be made.
Several candidates for future major facilities exist. These include
a superconducting-magnet proton synchrotron with energy 1-5 TeV,
an ERA operated first on its own and possibly later with a super-
conducting storage ring, or a colliding beam facility at one of the
existing laboratories. For electron Physics, the suggested long-
range candidates are the long-duty-cycle rf-superconducting linac
and high energy storage rings. But to favor and strongly support
one technique over another at this point appears unreasonable.

C. RecommendationsSrnyiaaoanons

We now consider the final question:

Q.5 What special efforts or applications should be
emphasized in the near future ?

As stated above, to favor and strongly support one technique
above another at this point appears unreasonable. Another year or
two of active and exploratory research are still needed in all fields.
Regarding these Programs, we would like to make the following
specific recommendations:

de, Consequent to the discussion under Question 1 concerning
the suitable levels of research, we believe that a considerable
increase in Productivity would ensue from a modest increase of funds
for advanced accelerator research, We recommend that a critical
evaluation of the entire high energy physics Program be made with the
hope that the support for the development of new technologies can be
increased in the near future.

2. We recommend specifically that support for the ac super-
conducting magnet programs be substantially increased, if not in
FY-72, certainly in FY-73. The increase might be in the region of
$0. 5M.
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Of the increased funds some portion should be available as
equipment funds. We believe that this would be used to stimulate
private industries involved in developing better filamentary
conductors and especially more suitable cryogenic systems.

3. We recommend that both the ERA and rf superconductivity
programs continue to be supported at approximately the FY-71 level.
This is not intended to preclude substantial expansion in either of
these areas should future developments warrant it.

4, We recommend that the field of linear collective ion
acceleratorsshould receive a modest support (perhaps approximately
$100, 000/year) because a relatively small increment of money may
someday lead to a substantial payoff in this field. This research has
recently fallen into almost complete financial neglect in the USA,
while it is receiving increasing attention in the USSR. The most pro-
ductive short-term investment would be to fund experiments to be
done at existing high-current Private facilities; the longer term need
fo establish a high-current facility at an existing laboratory should
probably be anticipated.

5. We recommend that the activities of the Interlaboratory
Committee described in Section II G above should be encouraged and
emphasized. The work it Sponsors, especially on new cryogenic
engineering data and also on new superconductors, high-strength,
high-conductivity metals, etc., has been and will continue to be
important. The financial contributions of other agencies and labora-
lories would, therefore, be extremely valuable.

In addition to these specific recommendations, we make
2 recommendation of a slightly more general nature. What will be
valuable in the near future to stimulate development of the various
technologies is some "venture capital.” The object of this "venture
capital" would be to support a few selected medium-sized pilot
orojects, each of which would meet several of the following criteria:

1

D,

C.

4

Make use of one or several new ideas or technolo-
gies in a practical way;

Be built at an existing laboratory;

Be useful and exploitable for research;

Cost on the order of $1M/vear.



How this ''venture capital' would be raised and given to the
various laboratories is a problem which cannot be solved by this
Subpanel. Our feeling is that how it is done is not too important as
long as it is done.

We discussed at great length what the scope of these pilot
projects could be. They might range all the way from a few pro-
duction-type superconducting magnets or a short operational super-
conducting linac to the beginning of an ERA accelerator or a small
superconducting synchrotron. Rather than specifying any of these
pilot projects, the Subpanel suggests that the question remain open
at this time. Although such a venture project would involve a sub-
stantial degree of risk, this risk would be outweighed by the obvious
advantages of such a plan:

--It would bring about the solution of many unsolved and
unforeseen engineering problems;

--It would provide more experience before one would have
to select a single technology so that such a selection
could be made more intelligently;

-~It would bridge the gap between the present and the next
generation of accelerators.

Thus, in conclusion, we believe that a moderate increase in
the level of support for advanced accelerator research and technology,
together with a few but appropriate ''venture' projects, will provide
a significant improvement to the efficiency of present efforts and make
a vital contribution to the future of the overall High Energy Physics
Program.
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TABLE VII - SUMMARY OF NEW ACCELERATOR CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Principle or Coincipal
Technology, tivity (USA)

Cold Aluminum
Magnets | BNL

DC | BNL, LRL
Superconducting! ANL, NAL

Dipoles
Quadrupoles

AC
Superconducting

Dipoles

RF Supe rcon=-
ductivity

HEPL (non-
AEC)

SLAC, BNL

Electron Ring
and Collective
Ion Accelera~
tion

LRL, Univ. of
Maryland (non-
AEC), Ion
Physics,2
Physics 5
International

Important
Properties
High |

B-Field
High
B-Field

Low Loss

High
B-Field

Low Loss

High E-
Field

Low Loss

High :

E-Field

Achieved Potential

~45 kG ~50 kG
Tor

40 kG
5 kG/cm

1100-200 kG
10-20 kG/cn

140-60 kG
with NbTi -

&gt;60 kG with
future
materials

30-40 MV/m

27 kG Low
Loss, 37kG
High loss
~4 MV/m
Q~1010 a
S-band
~30 MV/m
Q~1011 at
X-band

80 MV/m 1 GV/m to
| 100 GV/m

Principal
Applications With
Relative Payoffs

Synchrotrons of reduced
size
Beam transport mag-
nets and storage rings
of reduced size and
power consumption

Synchrotrons of reducec
size and power con-
sumption

Linacs and rf separa-
tors of higher duty cy-
cle and gradient, and
possibly accelerating
cavities for synchro-
trons and storage rings’
Proton and ion accel-
erators of higher
gradient and lower
cost

*Not active in this field at the present time.
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[tem C V

Long-Range Laboratory Construction &amp; Improvement Plans

One HEPAP Meeting during the year was almost exclusively devoted

to hearing -- at one time and place -- the long-range plans of all of the

national laboratories. In some cases, the request for a presentation had the

healthy effect of stimulating a laboratory to engage in a modest amount of

introspection. These presentations, which were open, also served the

important purpose of allowing the laboratory management and staff repre-

sentatives to listen to the plans of the other laboratories.

The plans of the laboratories are included in their 5 year plan

submission to the AEC. In brief outline they are:

CEA:

SLAC:

LBL:

BNL:

ANIL:

(Viki: If you want a brief paragraph on each plan

either I, or the AEC staff, or the laboratories

can easily supply you with it. I won't bother doing

it for this first draft.)

NAI.:

The immediate effect of these presentations was to aid the AEC staff

in selecting items for inclusion in the FY'74 Budget. This budget is presently

in the course of development by the AEC and consideration by the OMB: and

consequently it can not be discussed at this time

A longer-range effect of the meeting was to help focus the attention of

the community on some of the exciting possibilities which are available for HEP

in the decades ahead. There was no shortage of major proposals, namely, the

colliding beam machines (PEP and Isabelle) and the energy doubler for NAL.

[t is clear that the HEP community will have some hard thinking to do as it



assigns priorities and then swings into full support of the device of its top

priority; a process that seems necessary (albeit, perhaps not sufficient) to

get funding for the next major HEP facility.



Item C VI

Budget Considerations

Perhaps one third of the time at HEPAP Meetings is devoted to consider-

ation of the budget. In these discussions HEPAP acts as a sounding-board

(essentially as a collection of individuals expressing their own special opinions)

for members of the AEC staff, Little purpose would be served in documenting

here the detailed discussions which were held concerning the level of funding

of one program vs, another, or one laboratory vs. another. It should suffice

to say that through HEPAP the HEP community has a formal representive-

type of opportunity to express its opinions to the AEC (private channels, and

laboratory channels to the HEP Staff of the AEC are of course, always open),

The result of these considerations is reflected in the HEP budgets; but also

the discussions influence laboratory policy, as the HEPAP renresentatives

from the national laboratories find the opinions expressed to be of great value

to them in the assigning of priorities, planning and execution of laboratory

programms.



Item C II

Considerations for a Viable &amp; Productive HEP Program

One of the major activities of HEPAP, during the year, was to give

advice to, and act as a sounding board for the AEC Division of Research while

they undertook the task of responding to the request fram the JCAE FY 1972

authorization report. The response’ had review not only by the AEC, but

also by the OMB. Quite naturally, therefore, the final report was not as

favorable to HEP as HEPAP -- or the Division of Research -- might have

desired. However, and for just the reason that it did have AEC and OMB

approval, the final report is an important document in regard to the future of

HEP in the USA. Infact, the contribution of HEPAP to this report, probably

represents the most significant activity of HEPAP during the year,

The report is available lL but because of its impact on HEP we

reproduce, here, the Digest from it:

Considerations for a Viable and Productive HEP Program, available

from the US AEC Division of Research.
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DIGEST

1. Congressional Request

This report is in response to a request from the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy (JCAE) in its FY 1972 authorization report. The
Committee ‘expressed its belief that the six high energy accelerator

laboratories are highly deserving of the necessary support to keep

each sPohionsuperating wt “thal maximum level :of productivityand

that it is in the national interest that the U.s. remain in the fore-
front of this field of scientific endeavor. The Committee report
indicated concern, however, about thie fuze of the five existing
laboratories as. the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL) comes into
full operation; noting the already less than optimum operating level
of these facilities resulting rom the decline in the high Grunay
shysics. budget in recent years. The Committee sree tone resommeaded
that the AEC examine the minimum level of support required to keep
zach of the high energy accelerator laboratories, including NAL,
rizble and productive and develop a priority listing to indicate
which accelerators should be kept operating should future funding be
less than that required to effectively support each of them,

"High energy physics is defined administratively as the research
done at accelerators whose primary beam energy exceeds 1 BeV. Also
included are studies of high energy particle interactions using
tosmic rays as a particle source.
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2. Response to Request and Commission Planning

Upon receipt of the JCAE request, the AEC conducted an examination

and evaluation of the AEC supported high energy physics accelerator

facilities -and other program elements -in the light of the questions

raised and in.reference to the overall national high-energy physics
effort. The results are provided .in this. report and. the. funding

implications, fora:fiveyear period are indicated in Table I,.p. ix.

It should be noted that this plan and the Serhpal elon of funding
requirements were developed in response to the specific request of
the Committee and do not necessarily represent Commission planning
nor a commitment by the Executive Branch of the Government to the
Srogram described. With respect to Jong gone plovniog 2b cat be
recognized that it 4% necessary cadh your to weigh the needs and
priorities of high energy physics with those of many competing
programs. The Commission presently contemplates an FY 1973 Tevel
for the program about as presented in the plan. For longer range
On IRTettong, it is the general intention of the Commission to
provide sufficient growth to NAL for a A rensondily scoped to

its capabilities, to stop the manpower erosion in the overall base

program, and to initiate some of the new construction projects,

probably starting in FY 1974, which are considered vital for the

future viability of the program.



3. Considerations of Accelerator Priorities —_— co frre erator Priorities

A discussion of factors to consider when making an assessment of

accelerator priorities is presented. These include the technical

characteristicsoftheacceleratedbeam; naturk and extent of
ancillary facilities such’as experimental areas, secondary beams,
large detector systems, “etc.; uniqueness of the total facility;
economic factors; factors affecting viability and productivity;
and the quality, flexibility, and versatility of the facilities

and staff for responding” effectively to research’ chalienges.
Overriding priority must be given to thosé features which are of

basic importance to the progress of the field, Especially impor-

tant are the features most likely to. permit new. fundamental

insights into the basic questions of particle physics.

The uniqueness 6f each accelerator ‘complex and its role in the
sverall avogten make a priority listing an extremely difficult
cask. Furthermore, ny IESess ant of ae iokity is’ 5 time dependent
natter and a priority listingofacceleratorstodaywillmot
necessarily agree with one ‘81x months or» year from now.’ Never:
theless, after careful consideration of the various Zudcors dis-
cussed, the best estimate of relative priorities of the accelerator
facilities at this time is:
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[a

NAL
AGS and SLAC
ZGS and BEVATRON
CEA

If future funding should be less than required to:permit each of the

facilities to maintain a viable. and productive program in its present

mode of operation, the.needs of: the overall national program would .

not necessarily be best served by terminating operation:ofthelowest

priority facility. . It might be. better. to. modify the mode of opera-

tion of one or moreofthefacilitiesinordertomaintainsome

minimal or specialized. program of significant work at the .lowest

priority facility.

4, Consideration of Viability and Productivity
The study has examined the basic Factors which are required for a
viable and productive basic research program. Scientific viability
requires the presence of new and innovative ideas .and the ability

to pursue those ideas. The measure of viability of a research field

is directly related to the importance of the questions which are

asked, the visualizationof the possibilities for answering those

questions, and the availability of the tools and people with which

to seek the answers. Scientific productivity implies the ability to

effectively utilize the facilities, people, and equipment which are

available in order to produce significant and meaningful scientific

results and discoveries.
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For each laboratory there are a number of different levels of

effort ‘and activity at which some significant viable ‘and pro-
ductiveprogram’ could be carried out; however, the ‘sum of any
given Set’ of ‘such individial labératery efforts vould Got néces-
sarily result in’a natisnal program which would be vibla dnd
productive’ ’ It“1s’ ne césdary therefore” th discuss”theFequire
ments”forviability‘andproductivityfortheoverallnational
program’and ‘then Eonsider the requirements or the fndividisl
laboratory’ programs within that’ context: Bead TFL Phe

Each of the accelerator laboratories is currently viable and
productive and the national program is still —— in the

forefront of the field. However, this position is in jeopardy

as a result of the’ steddy ‘fundihg Gnd manpswer decline Gf the
base progEdh sine’ FY 1967, 101 Tie

4viable, program muse.beabletorespondpromttothechallenges
of impor tant nev experiments. and psy. opportunities. This would
requiresome continuing input of immovative new talent into the
field, utilization and enhancement of the latest technologies,
and upgrading of facility capabilities including construction of
new facilities. .

:

§
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5. Program Plan

Considerationshavebeengiventowardarriving.at the minimpm

level of support required for a viable and productive. program.
which would maintain U,S..high energy. phys ics, in a competitive

and forefpont. posture, gnd which would. keep each of, the existing
high energy, facilities.operating in.a.viable. and. productive :. .. 4:

manner. It is imperative, of.course, im such.a minimum program: .:

that a good balance be. achieved between. the, various companents; yay

and scientific capabilities of, the program, and that. a, careful.su.5;
weighting and assessment be made of each component with, respect

to its relative scientific priority as well as its minimum Funding
7 - wir Ben asp isohona

Tot:

NAL

Base

Unive

Total

a

&gt;

3
-
B

ud

NT
21

neeas

ah aT da enti iayal

Basic requirements.ipcludebringingthe.200BeV.facilityinto..se

productive operation; the capability for some’ influx.ofnewson2»

scientific talent into the base laboratory program as well as.
eT les Doe Trnnnts oer uh STE eg ini wr ago 3ldatvA

improvements in the materials and services support and in the
 raat tT Thorlo Tye £2" “ghm .. Cem iran wen Fastianmed

balance between support of day-to-day operations and longer term
ThAErCe BW Gals Sesleri Lh ear toppers owmnn aise

needs; and construction of new. facilities to meet future research
Co ee I ER ors LT . , - ~ 4 T ve xg Ce Pg “1 Bmp

requirements. An essential requirement is to stop the recent

trend of continual erosion of manpower and funding of the program.
EFTLLyden

The five-year funding plan presented in Table I would provide for

crowth of NAL operations somewhat slower than in previous plans,

NA
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TABLE I

PLAN FOR A VIABLE AND PRODUCTIVE NATIONAL PROGRAM
WHICH KEEPS ALL ACCELERATORS IN OPERATION

(IN FY 73 DOLLARS)!

.2/ 2/ : oo , .
FY 71='- FY 72= FY 73 FY 74 FY 75 FY ‘76 FY 77

OPERATING EXPENSES- -

130.3 = 122.2 126.4 143.0 153.0 161.0 165.0
(118.5) (116.4) CL

10.1 + 13.3~~ 19.2 40.0  - 43.0

Total

NAL * . yo

Base Lab Program
Subtotal. °

3NL . .

SLAC .- .-.-
ANL . .

LBL . .
CEA TL
PPA

92.6 “83.9. 82.7" 87.0° 87.0 87.0 “ 87.0
T%.5 23.8 24.7 27.0 27.0. 27.0 27.0

26.6. © 25.1. 25.2 ° 27.0... ‘- 27.00 27:0: 27.0
18.4 16.5 15.4 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5
T. 2a 15.2 SG a 15.3 15.3

2 2 TT 2.2

2.5 28.0 34.0 35.0

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT- (COSTS)
17.3 24.4 25.5 35.0
(15.8) (23.3) |

5.3- 77.20 8.4 23.0 0 18.0 UC 14.00 4.0

12.0.. -..17.2 17.1 12.0 . 11.0 ~~: 10.0 : :~ 10.0

ACCELERATOR TMPROVEMENTS- (COSTS) |
4,0 3.6 2.0 4.0 4.0

(3.4) (3.4) |

Jniversities

“otal .

NAL . . . . . .

Other Labs &amp;
Iniversities . .- -

"otal . 6.0

2.0.  .3.0
3.0 °° 3.0

7A
Dther labs’ =

== == == -= 1.0
4.0 “3.6 2,0 4.0 3.0

* CONSTRUCTION- (COSTS) |

102.7 53.4 47.5 12.0
(87.7) (49.3)
94.0 50.7 47.0 12.0 6.0 -
 8.7: 27 03 © -- or -

254.3 203.6 201.4 194.0 192.0 190.0 195.0
'225.6) (192.4)

Total

NAL . * * . * * .

Other Projects . ..-

Subtotal Present Program

New Projects
Operating
Equipment .
sonstruction

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
— -— 1.0 2.0
6.0 10.0 13.0 10.0

eee
-— am 8.0 13.0 18.0 17.0

254.3 203.6 201.4 202.0 205.0 208.0 212.0
(225.6% (192.4)

Subtotal New Projects

PROGRAM TOTAL COSTS

1Y the projections do not provide for escalation.
2ry 71 and FY 72 are normalized to FY 73 dollars.

dollars
Parentheses indicate current vear



to a level about seventy percent of capability in FY 1977. Some

operating increase is provided in FY 1974 for the new capabilities

which will be available at the AGS and SLAC as a result of the

completion of the-AGS Conversion and the SLAC storage rings. The
operating funding for the other laboratories in the base laboratory
program is held constant. These actions would permit a cessation”
in the fanpower erosion.’ With reasonable assurance of ‘the stable
base sbogdeg indicated, internal program’adjustments could be made
so as to improve the balance between manpower costs and support
costs and between current operations and longer-range needs. The
plan also includes support for construction of some of the new

facilities required to maintain program viability. While the
report Andivates, a minimum funding schedule for new projects, the .
actual scope and timetable for such projects.would remain for

solicy determination at’ the appropriate time taking into considera-
tion scientific progress, technological innovations and research

needs

The projected. program, although limited with respect to opportunities

available, would have some flexibility to accommodate new oppor-

tunities, new ideas, and new young scientists. This would help

maintain U.S. leadership and the cutting edge for accomplishment

and discovery in high energy physics.


